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I. INTRODUCTION:
THE CHALLENGE OF AFRICA's DEVELOPMENT

1. The Lagos. Plan of Action (LPA) and Final Act of Lagos,
together mark an important turning point when the African
lead~rs, in their analysis of Africa's position within the world
econqmy and the region-wide economic and social crisis which had
begun to emerge, and in their search for a viable development
stra~egy, resolved to abandon the overly extroverted economic
devel(opment pattern that was the legacy of many decades of
colonial exploitation. The African countries asserted their
determination to escape from a peripheral role in the
inte~national division of labour as suppliers of primary
commodities and raw materials with minimal added value, a mode
of prpduction that appeared to hold uncertain prospects for rapid
~q9.n. ic gr()wth and accumulation within Africa. Theseproblems

'Ij~~ IJI~~e:,"~~~f!b~lg:lr~:~a~~ti:~r:;~~~~~~gane~i:%;;C~~
rapid population growth (the highest in the world), very high
rate of urbanization, and a plethora of institutions that have
failed to meet their objectives. Any assessment of the challenge
of Africa's development must recognize these obstacles as a basis
for appraising Africa's current development problems and for
approaching the complex and difficult task of putting the
contInent on the path of growth,. and sustainable development.

2. A full appreciation of the magnitude of the development
challenge which Africa faces in the 90s and into the twenty-first

. centazry must .take into account recent trends in the global
economy, particularly the technological, economic and
geopolitical trends ushered by the new era of liberalization and
glob~l competition. Africa's present generation are facing a
vastly changed world. What kind of external and domestic
environment will Africa have to contend with ahd m~nage

suocees tuLl.y in the next 25 years? In the next generation Africa
will have to meet the following challenges: accelerating

. t,echniological changes; new kinds of industrial organization,
management, competition and trade; serious pressures on the
world's ecological resources and on national eco-systems which
in Africa are £urther compounded by rapid popUlation growth.

3. To meet these formidable challenges successfully and be
internationally competitive in the new global order, Africa not
only needs vision. but good governance (inclUding transparency,
accountability and the rule of law), sound policies and relevant
strategies. It also needs committed leadership, in the first
place. In this regard, the "strategic Objectives for Africa's

" .I
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Econmic Develo in the 1990S1/~ adopted by the nineteenth
meet ng of the Conference of Ministers and the twenty-eighth
sesslon of the Commission in 1993 examined the implications of
the ~ecent global trends mentioned above for Africa's development
and what strategies Africa should implement first to adjust to
the transition and second to achieve sustainable economic growth
and development in the light of these emerging trends. An
analysis of the emerging trends (including democracy, the
envdronment., economic liberalization, population and economic
inte9ration) and their impact on the implementation of Africa's
various development strategies and plans of action~/ was made
and measures aimed at reversing Africa's economic decline were
examined. That document also enumerated and analysed the new
chaLfenqes facing Africa in the post-cold war era, in particular; ,
a) the challenge of moving from "creeping marginalisation to full
inte9ration into a highly competitive global economy; b) how to
plan ,and manage sustainable development, which was the sUbject
of Chapter IX of the Lagos Plan of Action; c) the challenge of
AIDS 'and its impact on the .economy and society.

4. The challenges identified in this report are the same
challenges analyzed in the strategic objectives document
especially, the challenge of developing and utilizing critical
capac i ties for human resource development; natural resource
development and management; transport and communications; energy,
science and technology; food and agriculture; and administrative
decentralization. The only difference in this report is the
added emphasis placed on the central role of policy analytical
and development management capacity in the implementation of the
overall development strategy, and in managing the development
process in the 90s and beyond.

5. A broad consensus has emerged on the priorities

deve~ppmen~I;li~flt~~i!hITe~!i!fi~~~t!.i~F this consensus?
' ....:' '.,.

'economic growth is a necessary albeit not a
condition to bring about improvements
welfare;

of African

sufficient
in human

as people are both the means and the end of the
development process, human resources development and
capacity building are indispensable to the process;

~/ E/ECA/CM.19/4, 18 February 1993

~/ Paragraphs 47 - 71, Strategic Objectives for Africa's
Economic Development in the 1990s E/ECA/CM.19/4, 18
February 1993
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~re continuous
the creation of

peace, good governance, stability and security are
essential for development;

Nl'!r'itH":(,~. ~i~U:f:,t~IMt('41hlti~!'~:~Vltg,~owt+P,(,are essential for poverty
"reduct1'on;

improved agricultural productivity and food self
sUfficiency and security are essential, as are
agricultural diversification and export-led growth;

effective population policies are necessary foi
integrating population variables into the development
process;

empowering women to play a larger role is important
and necessary for sustainable development;

priority must be givan to environmental issues, which
must also be integrated into the development planning
process.

an enabling environment for individual effort and
private enterprise is essential;

regional economic integration is necessary for
creating viable economic space and collective self
reliance;

external financing must be adequate and debt relief
substantial as both are necessary for accelerated
growth and poverty reduction.

6. The framework agenda for capacity building developed in this
report is therefore a consensus framework to guide Governments
and the ECA in developing a strategy of capacity building and
utilization in Africa. This report recognizes that there are,
at pltesent, a plurality of capacity building initiatives in
~J.~i ,,' '" ,oJ It;~~'I' 9"e,x~~~~~;n~'j7,~~,~;:t:,s ()f" va~ ious Afr ican coun~ries.tltll ;~e,;ilnm;r~~~ye§:~!'i~J',eourse: have 1ncremental v~lue an t~e
0' ~r" ,,' " 'effort to promote development and SOC10-econom1C
transformation in Africa. The present report takes the view that
capacity building for economic growth and sustainable development
should be all-embracing, covering all areas that constitute
priorities in Africa's development.
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7 • Thus, the approach advocated in this report emphasises
building and utilizing capacities in selected priority areas of
national development. The report recognizes that capacity
building efforts in these priority areas will vary from one
country to another even though consensus has now emerged as to
what. constitutes the key issues in the strategic agenda of
Africa's development. What particular poLi.cy measures and
actidns a country decides to implement in the proposed framework
agenda will crucially depend on its unique national circumstances
inclUding the,re,lat.ive impP:rtance which national governments have
histqricallyattached,to each priority area, national traditions,
and tesource endowments.

8. This report is preliminary. It is intended to elicit the
guidance of member states on what 'should constitute the main
content and thrust of a medium- to long-term Framework Agenda for
action on capacity building, which the Secretariat will submit
to the Conference of Ministers in 1995. This report consists of
four main parts besides the introduction. Part two addresses the
question of why building critical capacities is important, and,

. in particular, the emphasis on the human, institutional and
infrastructural dimensions of capacity building. Part three
examines the policy issues and priorities and identifies what
measures for action have to be taken for building and utilizing
critical capacities in each of the eight priority areas. Part
four details the elements of a technical co-operation programme
for capacity building; while part five covers monitoring and
evaluation of the proposed framework agenda.
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II. CRITICAL CAPACITIES FOR AFRICA's DEVELOPMENT

critical capacities for self-sustaining and Sustainable
Development

9. The capacities that are critical within the over-all package
of d$velopment capacities fall within three matrices -- human,
inst!tutional, and infrastructural -- Which, as it were, are the
thre$ pillars ofa system which canpot stand upright if even one
pillar is weak or missing.

10. In general terms, the human capacities matrix is constituted
of ele~entiS,ll~ai~~irqn'ed~''bQn'enhanee'',humanwelfare, security, and
Sl!L~·vi'Vaa'i'Jn a cha·.J.lengihg.·ier'l hostile environment, notably:

(a) general knowledge, cognitive and analytical skills to
understand and manage change;

(b) production skills, and a good work ethic which are
essential to harness available technology and capital
not only to transform natural resources into goods and
services, but also to develop better technology and
accumulate more capital, thus increasing the
productivity of all resources; . I

(c) skills to build and manage institutions .for the
promotion of pUblic and private initiative at national
and local levels, and the preservation of group
welfare and security;

(d) political skills for popular participation (e.g.,
ability to organise, self-expression, capacity for
self-governance, etc) in tandem with cognitive and
analytical skills -- making it possible to participate
in the deeision-making processes which determine the
course of the society's development and the
distribution of benefits;

(~) social skills (e.g., ability to communicate and
transmit appropriate social attitudes and values, etc.
which enhance individual welfare and security, and
define the individual's relationship to society,
including tolerance of ideas and beliefs;

(f) physical and mental wellbeing necessary for the
enjoyment of "life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness".

Ii, tm~FIn¥"\'!~ll'rlW'!"!"l''~W!li 'I '" "'tr"· "
I, :,_ j ,:_0", ,';:'" -','"",,1:,"

11. ,Slm{larly,' fnstitut:ionalcapaci ties must be created by the
society to:



(a) maintain and continuously strengthen its endowments of
human capacities (i.e., human capital accumulation),
as well as to facilitate the process of physical
capital accumulation;

(b) ensure that the social fabric and body politic retain
their integrity in relation to both the external
environment and the inevitable tensions, competition
and social conflicts that are normal in civil society;

(c) dev.elop mechanisms and procedures to promote a healthy'
inter-play among various groups in society, needed in
an open and democratic society;

(d) create and maintain an enabling environment for
economic and social development of the community;

(e) enforce the rule of law, protect human rights,
safeguard the social order and private property for
the peace, concord and stability of the country; and

(f) promote collective self-reliance at regional and sub
regional levels.

12. The purpose of infrastructural capacities is:

(a) to facilitate the steady and efficient flow of
resources from points of production to points where
they are needed, whether as inputs at a stage in the
production process or as final goods and services;

(b) to promote physical integration providing the
necessary framework for government, pubLdc
'~\ttUiJ"i'!$tltla't"t~1.r! itr'ade.~·,anal commerce; and
;' r: .;,':""~ :',',',,) ;;; i' ;" "." ~ 'ei ei " ,:,I ',;::, • . :,

(c) to provide support to the production capacity.

Capacity Building and Structural Adjustment

13. The African Alternative Framework to Structural Adjustment Programmes for
Socio-economic recovery and transformation (AAF-SAP) addressed the question of the
linkage between the adjustment process and capacity building with perfect clarity:

"... it is essential to point out that all countries -- developed or developing 
- find it necessary to adjust from time to time to changing economic
parameters and circumstances. What often constitutes the difference is not
in regard to the need to adjust but in the capacity to adjust to changing
economic circumstances. This, in turn, depends on the lee-ways and
options open to the different countries in terms of the time scale of
adjustment, their structural characteristics and long-term development
objectives. It is in the light of these that the modus operandi of the
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adjustment process are to be determined. What has become clear from
the analysis ... is indeed not that the symptoms and serious indications of
these problems, for example, balance of payments disequilibrium, fiscal

·.imbalance, inflationary pressures and acute shortages of goods are to be
i~~,~qa~~¥':()U~~f~'U.ntllt~W~~~i;i'~llt,·t~at,on t~e. contrary, Africa'~as to

''')~I}i'~,\,r,I~~~S!ll''1. .1But, Itt;;a;d.fti~tlrtg,'l{I'l~'lffiper~tlVe that It IS the transformation of
the structures that fundamentally serve to aggravate the African socio
economic situation .that should be the focus of attention. As such,
adjustment and transformation must be conceived and implemented as
inextricably linked and intertwined processes such that progress will be
made simultaneously on the two fronts.'~/

14. In fact, the major policy directions proposed by AAF-SAP, "within the context of
strengthening and diversifying Africa's production capacity and the productivity of
investment'q/, listed five areas that credible adjustment programmes must address:

(a) Enhanced production and efficient resource use: as long as resources
were being utilised efficiently, it was not always necessary to balance the
budget, even at the expense of suppressing production growth;

(b) Greater and more efficient domestic resource mobilisation : the need to
stop the numerous financial leakages -- fiscal, monetary, external payments,
capital flight, etc -- in order to enhance resource mobilisation for
investment and budgetary expansion;

(c) Improving human resource capacity: budget deficit reduction must not be
achieved at the expense of expenditures on education, health, and other
social infrastructure, including law and order, which are the prerequisites
of an enabling environment and the foundation for long term growth and
development;

(d) Strengthening the scientific and technological base : the medium- and
long-term perspectives of structural transformation require an adequate
scientific and technological base essential for transforming agricultural,
mineral, forestry and aquatic raw materials into consumable goods for the
domestic market as well as for export. Developing the capacity for science
and technology in terms of appropriate policies, institutions, human and
infrastructural capacities, is also essential for accelerated growth and for
international competitiveness.
:.q:nelJI1i1';r;;1;T1':':T" '•• ,\"TH:'[ i't>\:'?'\'r"r;~ '·c,. .

,Nertical"iijml horiZorttttl 'dIversIfication: to lessen vulnerability to a narrow
range of products, and to be able to satisfy more of the domestic consumer
needs through local production capacities.

1/ UNECA: ibid.; 1989; para. 94; p. 32.

~/ UNECA: ibid.; 1989; para. 97, pp. 33-34.
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15. The debate on adjustment has undergone significant changes in the recent past,
in particular with regard to Africa's particular conditions. The United Nations Secretary
General's report on "Development and International Economic Cooperation - Economic
Stabilization Prograinmes in Developing Countries" which was submitted to the 48th
General Assembly, provides a balance sheet on adjustment and development.

16. The report recognizes that external conditions in the 1990s have been harshest for
Africa. where heavy dependency on a few primary commodities coupled with the
economic stagnation in Europe resulted in a huge reduction in demand for its
commodities and large losses from worsening terms of trade. Africa had a stronger
decline in terms of trade in 1992 than any other region of the developing world. This
was due to the sluggish growth of world trade further exacerbated by the particularly
slow growth in the European Economic Community which absorbed over half of African
exports. Moreover, and in contrast to other regions, lower world interest rates did not
have a large influence on the servicing of Africa's external debt, mostly concessional in
nature! and owed to official creditors. Arrears 'continued to increase. The combined

r i)~~·~we.;fa~~o.~,~~.as,.!~~t~!i~a.~~.o?ntries h~d to cutimports more deeply an~
" ",.;:ajMii~~JIi~~~!~Di1~"~ij.lrH1>rdetto achieve some Improvements In their

balance '6£ payments situation in connection with their adjustment programmes. The
conclusions and recommendations of the Secretary General's report are that adjustment
that creates the conditions for the resumption of economic growth depends on the extent
to which programmes have been influenced by the peculiar constraints in the economy
concerned as well as within the context of regional and inter-regional developments.

17. AAF-SAP's policy of 'adjustment with transformation argued the case for viewing
adjustment as a continuous process but which should proceed concurrently with
transformation. The current theme of "building, strengthening and fully utilising critical
capacities" is therefore revisiting the Commission's long-standing pre-occupation and
concerns in this area, with a view to updating the Commission's understanding and that
of its member States regarding the dynamic linkages that exist between capacity building
.and the development process, the changing roles of the key partners in both processes,
and the ways and means of setting the two in motion, in light of the structural changes
that are taking place in the global economic system.

18. It is now generally accepted that adjustment is an on-going process that will
continue well into the future. The concerns of structural adjustment programmes, e.g.,
fiscal rectitude, sound macro-economic policies, low inflation, increasing private sector
participation, efficient markets, and minimum involvement of the government in the
production side of the economy, will all continue to preoccupy countries the world over.
Thus, capacity building, while its long-term nature is not contested, will have to respect
African countries' concerns regarding these short-term adjustment objectives, goals and
targets. In view of the changing role of the state from direct and dominant involvement
in all major sectors of the socio-economy to a more selective direct role coupled with a
new role as a catalyser of private sector initiatives, the role of the private sector in the
building and utilisation of capacities, and the role of efficient markets in mobilising
resources and channelling them to their most productive applications will definitely be
crucial. .

19. The role of the state should be strengthened in the domain of development
policy, rehabilitation and maintenance of infrastructure and the social sector, the
develo ment of human capacities, particularly in devising appropriate education and

,~~.llJ~~JJf1.n~~~\~rtlj~:~lll'I:1;~r\l'~i'.' .',
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trammg systems. It will also be the duty of the state to establish modalities for
mobilising the massive resources required to advance the process of capacity building.
Governments' new role in the economy will also include shifting from controller to
facilitator, regulator and provider of an enabling environment for economic development.

20. As the private sector increasingly shoulder the responsibility for the provision of
critical capacities and services, innovative structures and modalities will have to be
established to coordinate and give an over-all sense of new direction to the capacity
building and development processes. Flexible and pragmatic approaches to strategic
planning and follow-up must be created in which the state, private sector agents, and
labour will be intimately involved as equal partners in determining the medium-term
development objectives, goals and priorities, as well as in the allocation of scarce
resources.

21. Capacity building is the responsibility of the African people themselves and their
governments. Three issues are of central importance here: ownership, commitment and
resourses. Without these, the sustainability of the effort will not be possible. Therefore,
maximum resources must be generated within Africa. However, the mobilisation of the
massive financial resources required to accelerate the pace of expansion, inter-country
connection, and rehabilitation and maintenance of African infrastructures will demand
innovative methods -- such as public bond issues collateralised by infrastructural assets,
private-public partnerships, and 'build-operate-and-transfer' (BOT) arrangements for

I specific projects.

22. The most crucial factors for the successful mobilisation of resources for capacity
building through some of these innovative methods are two: whether adequate revenues
canb4x,aised, from the projects in their operational life to give an attractive rate of

f~~:.tl;~t~~,~~~q~~l::;Jt~~1~:{t~i~~~~n~~~:~t~~~~~i~fe~~g~~:~:~s~~~:~
first factor, while the credibility of the second factor is enhanced by political stability
underpinned by consensus politics, sound macro and sectoral policies, and a highly
professional and apolitical civil service operating within clear and stable guidelines.
Considering the enormity of the resources required on a sustained basis over a period
spanning 20-30 years, foreign direct investment (FDI) in capacity-building areas, as well
as increased inflows of portfolio investments .;.. (as and when African securities markets
are established and brought to a sufficient level of sophistication and competence) --,
should be actively courted. This will entail the increased involvement of transnational
corporations in Africa's development.

23. In the area of human capacity building, increased domestic resources from fiscal
revenues, community self-help efforts, tuition fees, health insurance premia, etc, will still
need to be supplemented by increased external resources in the form of official
development assistance (aDA) if African countries are to meet even the minimum
human capacity targets within the next 10-20 years.
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Inter-linkages in Capacity Building

24. The matrix of critical capacities for development is an inter-connected structure
of dynamic inter-dependencies and inter-linkages.

25. A listing of constituent capacities under each of will bring out the linkages and
inter-dependencies between clusters of capacities. Capacities from other areas combine
in specific qualitative and/or quantitative proportions to produce capacities in other
areas. This is all reminiscent of Input-Output matrix theory as it is applied to multi
sectoral economic production systems, where it takes inputs of goods and services from
other sectors in specific proportions to produce outputs from any specific sector.
Similarly, from a qualitative point of view, an interaction matrix can be drawn up in the
case of capacity building and utilisation. Such a matrix can summarise the input-output
linkages and inter-dependencies between capacities in terms of the degree of importance
of the contributions made or the influence exercised by specific capacities to other
capacities.

26. Capacity interaction matrices in their qualitative or quantitative forms can be

r=~~:$I~b~~r;~~~~~fi{~U~~n~{!~~~~j~t:,~;~~n~a~~~i~~etuft~~~~n~n~r~~~r:::~~~o~~
st~P.t«~~r~@.tlSfo~matiQn: Furthermore, .the concept ?f cap.ac~tIes interaction ma~nces
prOVIde a theoretical baSIS to the argument that capacity building should proceed 10 all
areas simultaneously.

27. The linkages and inter-dependencies are therefore obvious. So are the
implications flowing from this grid-like structure; This all goes to underline the
importance of simultaneous action in all the critical areas.

III. A FRAMEWORK AGENDA
FOR BUILDING AND UTILIZING CRITICAL CAPACITIES IN AFRICA

The Context of the Framework Agenda

28. The proposed framework agenda for building and utilizing capacities in Africa
responds directly to the need to strengthen the efforts of African countries to achieve
their Strategic development objectives which have been articulated in their national
develqpment plans and in various regional programmes and international strategies for
African development. The agenda assumes that African countries have, since
independence, intensified efforts to build a number of capacities for development
covering the entire spectrum of human, institutional and infrastructural dimensions.

29. However, it is also recognized that in spite of that effort much remains to be
done. Indeed, in some cases, a combination of political instability, poor incentive
structure and unfavourable economic conditions has hindered building or utilizing
existing capacities. It is fully recognized that there are significant inter-country
differences in capacity building and utilization in Africa. Therefore, the elements of the
framework outlined in this section are indicative of what needs to be done; individual
African countries will apply the components in accordance with their unique
circumstances.
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30. Further, the framework requires a clear national long-term vision within which it
fas~~~~~~pleI¥el?:t~.d. ~~t~is respec.t,a~t~ntion ~ust be drawn.to the need on the part

~J:~:!:~:;~~:~1~~1~t~!~d~~~~~I~t6~~Oa~~1 t~n~er~~r~~~~ 1~:I~I~tl~~S~~ ~l~
only through a full commitment to such objectives that the building and utilization of the
requisite capacities will be sustainable. This is because, national, subregional and
regional capacities are not ends in themselves: they are means to achieving well defined
targets and objectives of national development.

31. Another important aspect to be considered in applying the proposed framework
is the. appropriate assessment of externalities that could be associated with the
develqpment of certain capacities in one or more of the eight priority areas identified
in the framework. In each particular situation in a given country, the development Of
certain capacities in one priority area may have positive synergistic and/or spill over
effects in the development of capacities in other priority areas. Therefore, national
policy' makers should avoid the tendency to apply the framework in the
compartmentalized form in which it is proposed.

32. This agenda proposes measures for building new capacities and enhancing the
utilization of these capacities in eight priority areas namely:

• Critical capacities in support of good governance, human rights, political
stability, peace and security in Africa;

• Critical capacities for effective socio-economic policy analysis and
management

• Building and fully utilizing human capacities in Africa;

• Developing entrepreneurial capacities for public and private sector
management;

• Building and utilizing physical infrastructural capacities in Africa;

Capacities to exploit natural resources and diversify African economies
into processing and manufacturing;

::I"oa'uTIM·i!1 St~~~~~*'t~I:F4~:H*~i~ies':rrli~t.ipportof food security and self-sufficiency.

• Critical capacities for mobilization and efficient allocation of domestic and
external financial resources;

33. These priority areas are derived from the various regional and internationally
. agreed programmes and strategies for Africa's development adopted in the last two
decades, The indicative proposals for building and utilizing capacities will be organized
under the eight main areas identified above. Within each area, two elements will be
covered: (a) policy issues and priorities (b) measures for action.
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Box 1: MAURITIUS: AN AFRICAN EXPERIENCE IN CAPACITY BUILDING

Mauritius has made significant strides in capacity building. The lessons from the Mauritian
experience are six-fold and deserve careful study:

First, capacity is not built overnight; it takes decades of diligent and steady effort to produce
it. The first development Bank in Mauritius was created in the 1830s; the chamber of commerce came into
being In the 1850s; the nucleus of the educational system was created in the 1930s; only about 50 k~ of
roads have been built in the last ten years - the bulk of road infrast~ucture having been laid decades
ago; there has been an active class of entrepreneurs for over one hundred years.

Second, leadership both in the legislative and in the executive arms of government must be
!~o,..ni~(~!~OS~hi1)g~othert~an th~ir~~ninterests and survival. Without an unswerving conmitment to

!'~h~..,~lt:Jii!ngi,d'f"i~ei:i~~,rl~.h~~t.or\~~iIIp';POl\'ib~ wilt be formulated in vacuo or will lack the necessary
'~f;;'ii'idid6Riifitment for their Implementation.

Third, there must be a certain amount of faith in a cause. Education in Mauritius was long seen
as a social good. And come good times and bad, no politician or public offici~l ever dreamt of reducing
the access of the people to it. Today that faith in education has paid dividends: a fully literate
society has been able to initiate and internalize the development process. And when the import
sUbstitution development strategy became an acknowledged failure, policy did not shift from
industrialization to fisheries development or to mining. The Government stuck resolutely to its priority
to develop the industrial sector. That consistency has also paid off today.

Fourth, the development institutions must be empowered to perform. The central bank, the various
goverlllment ministries, the schools, colleges and university, must be given the wherewithal, both
materially and morally to deliver on their mandates.

Fifth, the public itself, as well as the various interest groups, non-governmental organisations,
and voluntary associations, must be in a position to respond to signals and incentives from government.
The c~ambers of commerce and industry, the business and professional associations, the trade unions, and
the e~trepreneurs themselves, must all be enabled to respond to incentives and participate in the process
of development.

Sixth, there must be democracy, conmitment, public responsibility and accountability from the
natiom's leadership.

Above all, there are two vital pre-requisites for capacity, once acquired, to be retained: The
first is never to be complacent. In spite of the impressive development gains in Mauritius, Government
officials feel that more remains to be done. The policy is to make things better, and that is reflected
in th, numerous action plans and programmes in all the key sectors. The second is to constantly scan the
environment with a view to capturing potential gains for the future. The long term development scenarios
and strategies of Mauritius are Important strategic planning tools for the attainment of international
competitiveness in the new wor,ldorder. This pro-active attitude to development is vital for capacity
retention.
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..,.;,~ '1~~ Critical capacities for Good Governance,
<fMflk ~i:,}~,t:!;j ~j.i~ip,+, ~,~,:t>,i ;L,~,trY " .. p,eace and Securi ty
riJ,;r~lll~t!(\~i~'(\ r ",1.,' ('," ~ "1"111" 1:\
policy Issues and Priorities

34. That good governance is an important pre-requisite for the
real:i,zation of sustainable and equitable development is beyond
d Lspuce . The essence of good governance is that people are
enabled to enj oy a certain number of freedoms:: freedom to choose
those who should lead them, freedom to hold beliefs and to
express themselves on issues that affect their lives, freedom to
associate with those they choose to, and freedom from arbitrary
arreat and detention. These freedoms would then be buttressed
by fUll respect for basic human rights as enshrined in the
Universal Declaration on Humqn Rights.

35. Good governance is also one that promotes the politics of
consent and consensus, of conviction and commitment and of
compassion and accountability. It involves the people in the
process by which social, economic and political policies are
developed so as to fully take into account their interests and
wishes. Good governance is in effect , the practice of a democracy
that is characterized by the protection of the weak rather than
the assertion and dominance of the strong, the respect of the
rights of the minority rather than an imposition of the will of
the majority, the tolerance and accommodation rather than the
puni$hment of, difference, and a disposition of the leadership
to serve rather than an urge for it to lead. Governance that is
characterized by these attributes will ensure that the people are
more easily provided the opportunities and the space to
participate in, and benefit more from, the socio-economic
development process.

36. The post-independence political dispensation in Africa has
been characterized by systems of governance that have, by and
:t~':f<;J~, .. b~e~. .def icient . In ~ ,number of these impo::tant
C.W.:I~.,..t.".'~.i.'.' .....~..•.•..~......• ~.~~~ipl~.lJ"ilh~.,def,wc~~n. e~e~.bqv~ compounded the :eg7o~'s
;J:;IJa';e,~i ot weak ,development: capac i ty, an that the pot.errtLaLft~es
and the creative energies of the people have been hamstrung,
throogh their diminiShed participation in all aspects of the
development process on the continent. As stated in The African
Charter for Popular Participation in Development,

.:

" ... the political context of socio-economic development has
been characterized, in many instances, by an over
centralization of power and impediments to the effective
participation of the overwhelming majority of the people in
social, political and economic development. As a result,
the motivation of the majority of the African people and
their organisations to contribute their best to' the
development process, and to the betterment of their own
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!wellbeing as well as their say in national development has
been severely constrained and curtailed and their
collective and individual creativity has been undervalued
and underutilized."~/

37. The effects of Africa's deficiencies of governance have been
mani~ested in the phenomenon of the brain drain, in the existence
within the continent of 7 million refugees and 18 million
internally-displaced personsQ/, in the painful process of
transition to mUlti-party democracy, in an implosion of the state
in cbuntries such as Liberia and Somalia and in the surging
conflicts in at least fifteen other African countries.

Measures for Action

If Africa is to attain sustainable development, the
governments must institute policy measures consistent with good
governance and reform. This includes the devolution or
decentralization of power from the state to the people, to
facilitate individual and community initiatives and the
empowerment of people. There is no general or universal formula
as to how this can be accomplished. It depends on the specific
o.ircumseances prevailing in each country. The emergenc~and

nurt~ringof political parties, interest groups and the mass

r'=~:r=s~~~£~\:~i{f~y;::~~1:;~~~::£::E:U:~~
essential' conditions for the restoration of democracy, good
gove~nance and people centred development.

38. There is also the need to adopt policy measures aimed at
fostering popular participation in government and development at
the ~ational and local levels; devise strategies and programme~

for decentralization and installing democratic, processes for
decision making at all levels; and developing among African
governments, closer regional and SUb-regional cooperation with
a view to evolving common positions on national and regional
issu,s of democracy, peace and security. In particular, fUll
suppor-t. should be given to the recently established OAU mechanism
for rconflict resolution and management as well as to the
recommendations of the 1991 Kampala Conference on Security,
stability, Development and cooperation in Africa.

~/UNECA, The African Charter for Popular Participation in
Development, Addis Ababa, 1990, p. 17

Q/ See OAU, Building Institutional capacities for Conflict
prevention, Management and Resolution, Paper presented to the
united Nations Economic Commission for Africa/Twentieth
Meeting of the Conference of Ministers, Addis Ababa, 1994, p.
1
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39. Finally, African governments, with the assistance of the
international community, should urgently implement the African
Chartier on Human and People's Rights, the Convention on the
Righ~s of the Child, the ILO Convention on Freedom of Association
and Protection of the Right to Organize and the Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women.

BOX 2. EGYPT.
lES ORIENTATIONS PERSPECTIVES POUR LA CONSTRUCTION DES

CAPACITES

En Egypt, Les orientations pour L'avenir se trouvent consignees dans Les documents essentieLs qui
sont "Les orientations a Long terme de La periode 1982-2002", Le "Progranme de reforme economique et
d'ajustement structureL (ERSAP)" mis au point en 1990 avec L'appui du Fonds Monetaire InternationaL et de
La Bal'lque mondiaLe, Le "Troisieme pLan quinquennaL 1992-96", Le "PLan annueL 1993-94". le progranme
d'ajustement en cours marque une nouveLLe etape, assortie de compLements et d'approfondissements, de La
poLiH:que d'infitah Lancee en 1974.

Le progranme ERSAP a trois objectifs principaux: La stabiLisation pour restaurer Les equiLibres
macro·economiques et reduire L'infLation: L'ajustement structureL pour stimuLer La croissance a moyen et
Long terme: La LiberaLisation et La privatisation. IL .est accompagne d'efforts pour minimiser Les effets

"a;'Y.'~f'. ~ pour Les pauvres des reformes economiques. Dans Le cadre de: ces efforts, Le Gouvernement aJ 'f . ~~j~~ r!'e~,:,l!l1~c~~1.fJL~r,~,r,j,a;t 1~t:'de Pf9ll¥;lyvqi r en pri ori te l' ameL ioration de l'education de
:i~e~~!Ltpr6jJt: "Soci81"uf.Q'4 s '6, Obj~Hn$'pl-lincipaUX: La fourniture des services municipaux essentfeLs:
Ltame~foratfon\ des servfces essentieLs de transports pubLics: Le deveLoppement communautaire: Le
deveLoppement de l'entreprise; La mobiLite du travafL; Le deveLopprnent institutionneL. Le projet " Basic
education improvement" deveLoppe ses activites en direction des enfants, des·fenmes et des pauvres. IL
vise ~e renforcement de L'efficacite et La quaLite de l'enseignement, de La coordination des progranmes,
de La ,motivation et de La formation des professeurs, de L'accessibiLite a L'ensefgnement.

Le pLan 1992/93-1996/97 (juiLLet 1992), dont l'ERSAPest, une composante essentielLe, est
considere comme l,ln tournant de La reforme economique vers L'economie de marche et La privatisation.
SeLon La declaration introductive de son rapport generaL, it "vise a consoLider La poLitique de reforme
dans tous Les domaines, particulierement ceux de l'offre etde La demande ainsi qu'a mettre a jour Les
quaL ffications economfques et sociaLes du pays" et estime qu"'i Lest indi$pensabLe d'augmenter La
production interfeure, d'ameliorer sa quaLite et d'avoir des couts et des prix repondant aux standards
interliationaux". Les progranmes prioritaires du PLan sont ceux de La recherche scientifique et de La
technClLogi e, du deveLoppement de L'agri cuL ture et de L'industri e,. de La mere et de L'enfant, de
L'education et de L'environnement. D'apres Le rapport generaL du PLan, Les axes Les pLus importants du
PLan sont L'eLevation de L'efficacite economfque, La meflLeure aLLocation et utfl isation des res sources
disponibLes, L'approfondissement de La dimension regionaLe du deveLoppement et de La participation
popuLaire.
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Building and utilizing
Policy-Analytic and Development Management Capacity

l,l r:~..., t:->' ,
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40. The recogn1tion that low supply of, and low and variable
demand for, policy analysis are a constraint on Africa's economic
development has spurred not only national actions but also
several international initiatives for building policy analytic
and management capacities in Africa. As policy reforms are
intensified in a number of African countries, demand for policy
analysis and the development of institutional capacity will grow.

41. There are three distinct but closely related facets of
building capacity for socio-economic policy analysis and
manaqemerrt . These are production of the required skills for
policy analysis and management, generation of policy analysis and
cons~mption or end-use of policy analysis.

42. The main institutional sources for generating policy
analysis in Africa are central economic management agencies of
govetnment, universities, private sector associations,
regional/sub-regional institutions, and non-governmental
organizations. The dominant roles in policy analysis and
econOmic management in African countries are played by what may
be called the 'central guidance cluster agencies'. These
agencies, which design and implement development polices,
coordinate macro-economic actions and allocate resources for
development, are the main source for generating and using policy
analysis. Policy analysis and management requires a supporting
information infrastructure, which operates most effectively in
countries which have adopted national information policies to aid
the ~evelopment process.

43. Priorities for capacity building and utilization in policy
analysis and management capacity should, therefore, involve
inst~tutional, human resources and information infrastructure
development. Priorities in institutional capacity building will
incl1llde enf~,d,~q~spcio"T~conOmiccapacity in policy analysis and
pUblic policy making ; strengthening capacity for strategic
planning and management; improving the institutional capacities
of the pUblic sector; entrepreneurship development and popular
participation; expanding technical capacities for resource
mobilization and financial management; promoting improved
institutional capacity for good governance; strengthening
capacity of local government institutions; and building capacity
to manage regionally agreed strategies for development and
inteClJration.
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44. ~ith regard to priorities for human resource deveiopment in
capacity building for policy analysis and development management,
the following are relevant:

unive~?ities, institutes of public administration and
research centres should be encouraged to launch or
strengthen training programmes relevant to developing
skills in policy analysis and management. More
specifically, African universities should strengthen
training courses in economics, pUblic administration,
finance, international economics and business
administration to enable them to graduate adequate
numbers of well-trained economists and business and
financial managers. Interactions between these
institutions and the private and pUblic sectors should
b~. st;r~n9:'thenecl: , "Emphasis should be on upgrading
tf1~s~ J'l1ltl9n~:'j,,~t\,titutions instead of building. new
ones and attracting high-quality academics to run them
and providing the necessary incentives to attract and
retain their services.

There should be greater emphasis on training in policy
analysis and management in the pUblic service,
covering both pre-service and in-service training,
especially for newly recruited civil servants, mid
career' and senior officials, and managers of state
owned enterprises, and linking training with the
specific skills required for the formulation,
implementation, monitoring and review of national
development policies.

Strengthening the resource mobilization capacity of
African governments would also require the continuous
upgrading of skills through on-going development
management training of starf in the fiscal departments
to enable them to keep abreast with innovations in
pUblic financial management ..

45. With regard to development of information infrastructure,
it is essential that policy analysis and competent' management
decisions be underpinned by a good information infrastructure.
This includes both data and information systems management.

Measures for Action

46. An actionable agenda for building and utilizing capacity in
policy analysis and management recognizes some current realities.
These are that:
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i- National actions and international initiatives are
being implemented to foster policy analytic and
management capacity in Africa.

The African Capacity Building Foundation (ACBF) has
begun' 'an important initiative in supporting capacity
building for socio-economic policy analysis and
management in some African countries.

Existing capacities at national and regional levels
are rapidly eroding. Thus, the measures for
strengthening policy analytic and management capacity
detailed below should be adopted by countries, and
tailored to their specific needs circumstances and
priorities:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Given the. time it takes to develop the skills in
policy analysis in particular and pUblic policy making
in general, priority should be accorded to the
strengthening of agencies with primary responsibility
for the development of these skills. Policy analysis
units should be established in these agencies, and
existing resources at 'universities and similar
research institutions should be used to strengthen
these units as well as provide appropriate training,
in this regard universities. In this regard,
uniy~rsity departm~nts of economics, management ,
pUb~.ichil '.~dJ,n.in:L.~trat.j.0n, ..political science, statistics
etc. 'should be further strengthened to produce well
trained graduates in policy analysis courses.

SUb-regional and regional organizations such as ESAMI,
CAFRAD and IDEP should be encouraged to develop
programmes in policy analysis where senior officials
from different African countries could be trained.
This could serve as an interim measure until national
training institutions are in a position to develop
fUlly fledged courses. Given the competing demands for
the limited resources of these schools, it is
necessary to examine the merits of having such courses
offered at regional or sUb-regional training centres
in the light of their cost-effectiveness.

An enabling environment for good governance should be
nurtured by instituting mechanism.s to promote
transparency and accountability. Institutions that
enforce compliance and accountability should be
strengthened through the provision of adequate
resources and training programmes ,aimed at upgrading
the skills of personnel to adequately prepare them for
the task.
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(iv) In order to provide the essential information
infrastructure for policy analysis and development in
Africa, countries should commit themselves to the
management of information as a resource ,for
development, through the adoption of. national
information policies, including informatics, and the
establishment of national centres or data bases for
the co-ordination of information required for
development planning and management. The
establishment of a committee responsible for the
coqrdination of acquisitions of computer hardware and
software will help this process. An inventory of such
acquisitions should be established to facilitate
coordination in the development of databases at the
country level.
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Box 3: Challenges of Capacity Building in Post Conflict
situation:

the Case of Mozambique

The...~.. r ... l::t.'.~.'·ms:llA.... l.1.~.·,filltc,..an.. a.. Cl.' tv in Mozambique are defined by
. prol:/i(a'fus": c:if:~'l'rilm;~fhafffbJ}' !;:1pJ i f t l c a l stability, democracy,
secUri ty , executive management etc. Only when the security
situation is made to improve, the war ended and mUlti-party
democracy instituted, will the basis have been laid for
Mozambique to accelerate the process of capacity building for
development. This process will perforce need to focus on the
following critical capacities:

capacity to provide an environment that will be re
assuring and enabling enough to encourage all groups
in society farmers and rural dwellers, modern
sector entrepreneurs, informal sector operators,
women, foreign investors, etc. to fUlly
participate in the production of goods and services
in the economy.

capacity to pursue a consistent policy of human
resources development by investing massively in all
levels of the education and health systems of the
country, and to forge a policy framework that would
ensure the full utilization of the country's human
resources.

Capacity to generate and utilize domestic resources -
financial, material and human to support

development on a sustained and sustainable basis.

Capacity to rationalize and re-invigorate pUblic
development institutions so that they enable, rather
than frustrate the attainment of the nations
development goals.

Capacity to transform the present civil service into
..""'"","""~"'_ .. a ... highly eff icient, task-or iented, developmental arm

1l0)f :1! ~i~6\~~~}:!ry,lr;·(~·"!I":ll:~'it. .'
These must of necessity, constitute Mozambique's post-war

priority development agenda, which it must doggedly pursue in
the medium-to-long term, and which deserve the full support of
the development community. But they are also typical of
con¢erns of other countries emerging from the ravages of
conflict.
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Building and Fully utilizing Human capacities

policy Issues and Priorities

47. Human resources are the wealth of a nation. Al though
machinery and finance are important, it is people that make
economies grow. Development experience confirms this, and it is
in human resources that Africa will need to make the biggest
strides if it is to break out of poverty and become more
competitive. Therefore, African countries need to invest more,
and more effectively, in1human resources development.

48. !The spread of literacy and basic education in society is a
neceeeazy condition for socio-economic development to be
"internalized. General education pays for itself in the long run.
It may seem immediately .irrelevant to specif ic jobs, but it
imprClves receptivity to knowledge and the capacity to learn,
thereby improving the cost-effectiveness of later training.
Secondary and higher education are particularly important. In
fact in their absence development will equally not take root.

49. In Africal/, access to education at all levels continues
to be limited in spite of the laudable and dedicated efforts
\t;ijApq'.Af~ican.countries have made in this regard, particularly
~nrl11~~n,~l:'t:;f"r~.··t¥~de9~d~~laf~eri~d~pendenc~. This is evident
when!,::comp~red'to the dec l f ni.nq growth rates an gross enrolment
at all levels since the early 1980s. Between 1965 and 1970,
total enrolments in Africa grew at an average annual rate of 5.6
per cerrt . Between 1970 and 1980, this rate rose to an impressive
8 per cent. However, between 1980 and 1991, the rate of increase
plummeted to 2.8 per cent.

50. Given that the primary school-age population is increasing
at an average annual rate of 3.3 per cent, a 2.2 per cent
increase in enrolment will definitely not help African countries
meet their objective of universal primary education by the year
2000 .or even by 2010. On the other hand, the adult literacy rate
ofl.ss than 50 per cent in Africa is the lowest in the world.
In 1~90, the adult literacy rate of males was 61 per cent and
that of females 41 per cent for sub-Saharan Africa, compared with
86 per cent and 67 per cent respectively in East Asia and the

1/ The data in this paragraph and the next four are taken
from: UNESCO, "statistical Yearbook, 1985", Paris:
UNESCO, 1986, Table 2.2.; UNESCO, "Statistical Yearbook,
1993" Paris: UNESCO, 1994, P.Table 2.2.; UNICEF, "The
State of the World's Children 1994", New York: UNICEF,
1994, p.82.; and UNESCO, "statistical Yearbook, 1991".
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Pacific; and 87 per cent and 83 per cent respectively for Latin
America and the Caribbean.

51. ,Although enrolments at the tertiary level increased
t,rern~ousl¥,il):.relativeand in absolute terms - from 21,000 in
~fi~cbllkb4;i3W~&'P-Afil~~tiJ;\~t<JV~t;qb,a,l,~,amillion by 1993 - this
i'§"~tQ5ilV.ry small for Africa's population of 644 million people
as well as fO.r the continent' s deve l.opment; needs. It is
there,fore not surprising that the number of scientists and
engineers per million inhabitants as well as the number of people
engaged in scientific and technological R&D in Africa are the
lowest in the world. In 1985, Africa's stock of scientists and
engineers was only 3,451 per million inhabitants compared with
8263 for developing countries as a group; 11,686 for Asia; and
9,745 and 11,759 per million inhabitants respectively for Latin
America and the Caribbean.

52. Efficiency in the utilization of human capacity is
manifested in high employment levels. In Africa, imbalances in
the utilization of human resources provide the strongest evidence
to show extreme weaknesses in human capacity.

53. While the labour force is growing at an annual rate of 3 per
cent, employment growth is estimated at no more than 2.4 per cent
per annum. Open unemployment which has increased from a low of
7.7 per .cent in 1978 to 22.8 per cent in 1990 is now, therefore,
projected to reach 30 per cent by the year 2000 if present trends
continue.~/ Africa's education systems should be more
responsive to the needs of the labour market. Also efforts
should be intensified to improve the policy environment for
sigriificantly expanding opportunities for employment.

54. Poor pay and other working conditions in Africa have
resulted in the increased migration of skilled workers and
manaqers from the African economy to Western Europe and North
America - the so-called brain-drain. It is estimated that
100,000 foreign technical advisors are working in Africa, today
Paradoxically this is equivalent to the estimated number of
African experts working in Europe and North America.
\t"]t~j r~r

~~~1~i,W~:,I~~M'::clWln~;1!i~~,~jt\~d'1!\t~mann%rosionof capacity which
. A1flWan8~\1ntries can ill afford. Already many countries are
faced with heavy loss of capacity in their publ i c services,.
particularly in government and educational institutions.
Concerted efforts must be made to address this important
contributor to capacity loss in Africa.

~/ ILO/JASPA, "African Employment Report 1992", p.22.
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56. The major human capacity development priorities in Africa
would include: eradicating illiteracy and spreading primary and
basic education; increasing access to secondary and higher
education; reforming curricula in order to increase the
rele~ance of education to Africa's development; improving the
health and nutritional status of the popuLat.Lon j providing
adequate housing and sanitation facilities; upgrading and
main~aining basic infrastructural facilities for building and
strengthening the human capacities; building the appropriate
institutional framework for strengthening the policy-making,
implementation,coordination and monitoring functions for human
deveLopmerrt r and creating and sustaining productive empLoymerrc
anCltl\iJlIlOPI\le,..,g~Deration. . Each. of these components can also
c()nt~~bllitS.e'~1~iq~:itV;~~I~~*~~t:,ingpoverty .

.\!.~ \.

MeasUres for Action

57. Policy measures to strengthen human capacity development are
organized around three headings listed below.

(a) Education and Human Resources Development

make education and training relevant to national needs
and a changing world through appropriate curriculum
reforms;

increase the quality of education through an
improvement of teaching/learning resources, relevance
of research, and better pupil/teacher ratios;

strengthen and more effectively utilize existing
science, technology and research institutions; and

. adopt explicit popul a t.Lon policies to ensure that
popUlation growth rates are compat~ble with the goals
of national economic and social development.

(b) Employment, Manpower and Incomes

develop the skills and create an environment conducive
to entrepreneurship development;

take measures to motivate and retain skilled and
trained manpower to strengthen and effectively utilize
indigenous capacities; ,

lt1t1~litjf,rJI,·takELmeasures to. improve access, especially of women,
r~~'l",h'!q~"H~t~ ~1 a:~h.J,!~~ltltandh1m~lated 'production inputs.

:~ ,~ 4.; :'t.·~ .. .;': > "i,j, ,~ ,
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poli~ Measures and Actions to promote and strengthen Private
sectQr Entrepreneurial capacity

60. The authorities should accord very high priority to the
establishment of a stable macro economic framework, particularly
in the areas of exchange rate and interest policy to ensure
business confidence and eliminate distortions. Equally
important, actions should be taken to improve public
infrastructure, including energy, transport, communications and
water supply.

61. In the financial sector, which is vital for the growth and
survival of business enterprises, the efficiency and scope of the
sectqr should be strengthened through the improvement of
finaJjcial intermediation capacities in order to effectively
Ji_~i~Il"_11...~~~~lr.;reS91.1rq~,s.! t.p.,meet the needs of investors and
••t.JI'~p".Jr.urs':\S;(.I~'QJi'!bbi~~;l;.<giaJrd~i'central banks, the key agency
resp6nsible for developing a sound financial structure, should
concentrate, in addition to a strong regulatory role, on
developing a well-integrated and sound financial structure
(financial institutions instruments and interest rates) through
innovative actions as: widening the geographical and functional
scope of the banking system; linking specialized financial
institutions like Development Finance corporations (DFCs) with
the banking system; promoting social security institutions;
linking the banking system and informal credit markets on the one
hand and between the banking system and agencies providing
technical, managerial and entrepreneurial advice to small
enterprises.

62. The commercial banks, which are usually urban biased and
oriented towards financing large industry and trade, should
increase their efforts to mobilize potential saving in rural and
semi-urban areas and develop financial instruments that are
attractive to the household sector, having regard to the
potential saving of this sector. Sector banks, Development
Finance Institutions (DFIS) and Non-Bank Financial Intermediaries
(NBF!S) and capital markets also have important roles to play in
promoting and strengthening private sector entrepreneurial
capacity.

63. It is also vitally important that the authorities establish
an appropriate legal, tax and regulatory framework to facilitate
entry, enterprises, and encourage, promote or create institutions
essential for the efficiency and productivity of the private
sector: chambers of commerce and industry, industrial estates,
Export Processing Zones (EPZs), business and industrial extension
services, development banks and facilities for venture capital
and leasing.
;"--':~'" .,:.~h
'$.lr" b'fi~"ml~:J'lI (J·~~1." ~!'hr·"'f'" .,. .• .. ,",

~~~~'l~!~·t~drlI> 1~11 t~ ••,~~,!t",II' !'ltk~ljl1t\ it I
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,. take measures to increase labour productivity and
incomes.

(c) Literacy and Basic Education

Broaden access to education and training
formal and non-formal programmes with the
!attaining universal primary and secondary
enrolment, the former in the next two decades;

improve access of girls to education and training with
the aim of attaining parity with boys over the same
period.

Developinq Entrepreneurial capacity in the Private and Public
Sector:

Poli~ issues and Priorities

58. :The priorities of enterprise development should be to
increase the rate of formation and entry of new private
entel:1prises; increase the rate of private capital formation,
facilitate the transformation of small enterprises into medium
and large enterprises, and increase capital and labour
productivity and re-investment. As the pursuit of sound policies
and good governance are essential for successful capacity
building, the government ahou Ld also provide a stable macro
econOmic and political framework and generally pursue market
friendly policies. Experience in Africa has shown that unco
ordinated policies and institutions can. lead to duplication of
efforts in providing assistance to the private sector.
~b~~~fore, the quality of government interventions in support of
entf~~J4..~e\.pll$nil.?"AeXe;LQProent. .~l:1puI~ be enhanced, particularly in
iq~·t~~~!9~ ~rad~,~ttax.anl1t?~iLn~ncialpolicies. Info~mation flows
to tih~ pr~vate sector and, regular consultat~ons between
govel:'nment and the business should also be improved through
mechanisms as the local chamber of commerce and industry and
interest groups like trade and manufacturers' associations;

59. A major policy issue in enterprise development concerns the
development of indigenous technological capacities to.facilitate
technology transfer and assimilation. For this reason, it is
essential for the government to pursue appropriate technology,
education and training policies to enhance national technological
capadities in large, medium and small scale enterprises.
Finally, as a matter of policy, entrepreneurial capacity should
not only be developed at the national, but also at sUbregional
and regional levels, and in partnership with a Africa's external
par-cners in development. The promotion of entrepreneurial
capadities among women should also be accorded high priority.
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64. Government assistance should also be provided to develop and
strengthen skills (including accounting qualifications and
stanclards) required ·for senior and middle management in the

P.,.·.RA.~.lij..~.•'·.;~.'l.)S.iec~Rr. '.". ~;,.n.d..,..st.....r ..e.n.,.. g.. t.he...n.....in.d.igenous enterprise~ through
PJ:i~Q'~~~,("s~\l.mB$m~~1r~ltAAi;!t;lrg\llal1a~tees,export J.nsurance
schemes ,·and otherapproprJ.ate Lncent.Lves , as well as sub
contracting opportunities, to enable them to better compete
against foreign competitors.

65. A common deficiency in enterprise development is poor
communications between government and the business community.
To 'overcome this barrier, therefore, and encourage business
conf~dence, government should establish a mechanism for regular
government/business consultations. This will also improve co
ordination and the flow of information to the business community.

66. In the medium term, governments should encourage the
esta~lishmentof se9urities markets plus accompanying prudential
regulations and supervision namely: accounting policies and
standards, financial information disclosure, laws governing
financial transactions, and legal procedures for enforcement
these are essential for transparency and the creation of a level
playing field, providing efficient and ethical market standards,
and the protection of both credit providers and equity investors.
To this end, securities exchange boards and jUdicial institutions
should be created to enforce compliance and settle disputes.

poliey Measures and Actions to Promote Entrepreneurial Capacity
in the Public Sector

67. Although privatization has achieved an irreversible momentum
in most African countries, there will still be a role for pUblic
sectC)r. In this regard, the important consideration is the
efficiency of the pUblic enterprises remaining in the pUblic
domain after privatization or divestiture. In particular great
attention should be paid to promoting greater autonomy and
acco.ntability as a basis for improving performanc~ and
J',!:.9_f.~tability.
I~t'ftl;~'t1$ti(l'iJ~~\j::i ".•H)", ....• ' !" ..'., '. '~'h,,_ , c '.. ' ,,' '"

t!iflfl~o6~~~:~~am~;~~~I~r~~d'~~ iC~~~'~i~ o~~~~;;~~:~ t~~j:c~~~~~~
particularly financial objectives, as is being done in the
context of public enterprise reform, the principal instrument
being performance contracts or contract plans. In this regard,
,it is essential that where government requires publ Lc enterprises
to provide non-financial services, that these be clearly stated
in the performance contract and payment made in full for such
services. As part of the effort to improve the efficiency of
publ Lc enterprises, private sector financial management
practices, should' be introduced into public enterprise
management. Action should also be taken to remedy the
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unsatisfactory sit~ation.as regards management training and the
introduction of performance - related compensation schemes.
Moreover supervisory bodies such as PUblic Enterprises Boards,
National Investment Boards etc. should be established in the
general context·of pUblic enterprise reform, privatization or
divestiture programmes, to monitor and evaluate performance.,

69. As part of the administrative reform programme, improvement
of the competence of African civil services should include
improvement of their efficiency and sensitivity to the needs of
the Ji:>usiness community in particular, civil service training
should include comprehension of business methods and concepts.

(~~1 '.2' ~~ tF\ 1'1< o t' :t)IH:: ,1 din. j ~;1,' j( i 'j ,. ,( ...

•1, t . {~h'r" r j I " ,
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BOX 4.

LA REFORHE DE L' ENSEIGlm£NT EN TUNISIE

Depuis l'independance, la Tunisie a fait un gros effort dans le domaine de l'education. Le taux

de scolarisation reelle est aujourd'hui de plus de 90 %. Depuis 1989, il y a eu une profonde reforme du

secteur educatif. Cette reforme s' est interessee A la qualite de l' enseignement, a l' augmentation de

l'acc~s aux cycles moyen, secondaire et superieur ainsi qu'a l'adaptation de l'enseignement aux besoins

de l'economie. Incontestablement cette reforme, en particulier dans le primaire, merite l'attention des

autres pays africains.

La loi de Juillet 1991 precise 1e contenu de l'enseignement fondamental de 9 ans dont la mise en

oeuvre progressive se fera jusqu'en 1998. La scolarite est devenue obligatoire de 6 a 16 ans. Des

caracteristiques importantes de la reforme de l'enseignement sont la revision des programmes et

l'amelioration de la formation des enseignants. La revision des programmes du primaire a ete faite (plus

de 240 llvres ont ete revus) pour les adapter aux besoins de la Tunisie moderne, pour que les messages

transmis aux enfants soient rationnels et porteurs des valeurs de la famille et de la societe

'tunisiennes, pour montrer l' egali te de l'homme et de la femme, pour enseigner ,les principes de la

. democratie et de l'esprit civique. Un acces plus large a l'enseignement moyen est recherche a travers la

supression du concours d'entree en premiere annee moyenne.

Depuis 1990, les enseignements secondaire et superieur sont en reforme. L'enseignement secondaire

~9~1!l~l;e par un, tronc commun de 2 ans suivi par l'eclatement en 5 filieres. (techniques, sciences,

~I=-M..~t.iqulUl, ,lett-pes. i ' eqonp\Die,).: ,r. '!.en~eign,ement., ,professionnel court a ete supprime. L' enseignement

te9pn~que commence dorenavant dans le secondaire apres les 2 ans de tronc cornmun. Des ISET (instituts

superieurs d'enseignement technique) sont en cours de mise en place; ils comporteront dans leur conseil

d'administration une representation du monde eoonomique public et prive .

.L'enseignement superieur compte aujourd'hui 6 universites et 86 etablissements. 11 s'agit

d'accueillir un nombre croissant rapidement d'etudiants et d'assurer l'adequation entre les besoins de

l'economie et la formation dispensee. L'opinion des autorites est que de bons diplOmes permettent de

lutter contre le chOmage des diplOmes. La qualite de l'enseignement, menacee par les effectifs nombreux,

est une preoccupation, constante; la presence d'etudiants a l'etranger ainsi que les echanges

d'enseignants contribuent fortement B sa sauvegarde.

En liaison avec les probLames grandissants de financement de l' enseignement, mais aussi les

politiques de lib6ralisation en cours, davantage de place est donnee a l'enseignement priv6 qui reste

cepen4ant encore peu present dans les differents ordres d'enseignement.
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Developing capacities for Building and Maintaining Physical
Infrastructure

Policy Issues and priorities

70. It is a truism that Africa I s development requires the
support of an efficient physical infrastructure: transport
(roads, railways, maritime shipping, ports, and harbours, air
tran~port, multimodal transport) ; communications (posts,
broad.casting, telecommunication and computer information
netwdrks); energy (firewood, geothermal, oil, natural gas, hydro
poterttial, solar and wind); water (irrigation, sanitation,
indu$trial and human and animal consumption). In the recent
past~ all the four areas of infrastructuralcapacities have
witnessed a reduction in levels of gross investment and
maintenance expenditure. The overall result is that the rate of
capacHty utilisation of existing infrastructure is very low.
Ther~ are therefore infrastructural capacities which can be
brou~ht into immediate use with some investment in
rehaJ:Hlitation. But even with a full programme of
rehabilitation, there is need for establishing new capacities.

71. The importance of physical infrastructure in national and
regional development cannot be overemphasized. Efficient and
well maintained infrastructure facilitates the efficiency of the
nat.Lona L economy, and of markets in particular. If well planned,
~q~~(1r1tl,Y PE~~;r,am:rn~dand targeted, efficiently priced and

~~~:~i~~fi~~~~~gR~Rl~~1fi~fll~1~:': ~~~ ~~~lt:~l~m~~~~~~~u~~~~ ~~
econcmLc opportunities, reducing rural/urban migration pressures,
as well as minimizing pressures on the environment, particularly
in the urban areas, including secondary towns. Efficient
infrastructures also enhance national competitiveness in the
global economy. At the regional level, inter-connection of
infrastructures is a necessary condition .for integration of
national markets and industries to facilitate intra-African
trade.

72. While rehabilitation and more efficient utilisation of
existing infrastructural capacities is essential, it will be
Lmpcz't.ant; to build new capacities to sustain a faster rate of
growth and development of infrastructure in Africa. In this
regard, it must be emphasized that African governments should now
realise that building and utilising new physical infrastructures
cannot; be achieved through massive investments alone. There will
be n~ed for: a) policy changes, b) continuous investment in human
resources development and c) strengthening institutional
capa¢ities on a continuous basis. The Second United Nations
Tran$port and Communications Decade represents an important
fram$work for building and utilising physical infrastructure in
the area of transport and communications.
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Trane!port

73. The transport sector must provide freight services and
mobi~ity for a growing and rapidly expanding urban population.
Rapid urbani.aacdori will give rise to a much higher demand for
tran$port services. Poor performance of the sector stifles
pr-oduct.Lon and over burdens the economy. In many African

Q.~ :_,es ,;;t:.h~ sector is characterized by: high unit costs and
\!;'lU~~~11~"~;.~:i~~~~~'f~~~:~~1~~~d,reliability and inter
i, ",,~irb~l;Jrati6n;' det~rtbr~H;.lhg physical infrastructure; and

low utilization of assets, weak institutions and restrictive
regulations.

. Roads

74. Road transport in Africa accounts for over 80 per cent of
all freight and passenger movements. The industry is essentially,
private and has shown great dynamism and resilience. However,
its Qperating costs are high and capacity utilization is low.
The ~ransport sector, particularly road, is key to releasing the
potential for increased production and incomes in Africa. Thus
the objectives for the sector are: (i) efficiency; and (ii)
sustainability:

75. There are a number of considerations that should be taken
into account in road development: first, without a dependable
road system, there can be no supply response to support renewed
growth and improved incomes for the rural poor. Second, road
maintenance, is above all a matter of policies, especially in
the areas of: planning, programming and bUdgeting, where trade
offsmust be made between construction and rehabilitation and the
availability of funds; operational efficiency, where there should
be less reliance on departmental force account and increased
cont~acting out to the private sector; Institutional reform and
human resources development in which autonomy, accountability and
incentives are the key objectives. Third, to tackle the massive
backlog of road rehabilitation (estimated at 10 to 30 per cent
of GOP or 0.8 per cent of regional GNP, or US$1.15 billion a year
over the next 12 years) and build up road maintenance capacity,
African governments need to develop comprehensive programmes.

76~ iInstitutional weaknesses and restrictive policies and

m
i'"'.'.' .'. '. ' . ' ~...,.~.,'m.'."..':.,', t!".o...~.,•.s ..",b",!aye..... ,. c.',.o'.'nt.,ri.b.. u.,..t.. ,.. e.. d....,.S.,.i.

gn,
..1.· ficantly to the deterioration

f,. "~',. ~~ '~,,':F.'~,jUf~flq~ ..r~':~li.~"~'~~ ;~P~~9M'''issues in the road sector are:
. ig 'a%ion of planning',' f1nancing and bUdgeting; operational

efficiency; and institutional reform and human resource
development.
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"",R~ilways:

'~l:';" t,', i~r'J' ,t'~'~I,1l r:i~;,ijtpf""~ "'!''''~m ,·cr""'''''··'1 " '1 t'i "f'::J II I,t: ;;,;1'1". "J~ ..d":1'_~'-' ,,'t~~;~l " l,'~·J,l"",,·ri .,~;, ,

'hl\tlt~:tl,~rforma,nce' o'f,htaetrma,jority of African railways has
decli,ned sharply in the last decade because of a combination of
competition from roads; prolonged economic downturn; government
interference and' poor or,indifferent management. Poor railways
make only a marginal contribution to transport services and are
a heavy burden on many African treasuries. The rate of
utilization of Africa's railway network is low (less than 25 per
cent for rolling stock and under 50 per cent for the central
work~hops), and must be improved by addressing the following
constiraints: lack of interconnection of the various railway
systems; poor investment planning resulting in over-capacity
creatiion; lack of co-operation among countries, leading to
dupl~cation of facilities; poor management of available
resources, inclUding maintenance of equipment; poor facilitat~on

at borders.

Maritime Shipping, Ports and Multimodal Transport

78. Maritime shipping has a utilization capacity of only 58 per
cent. For shipyard and repair facilities, the utilization rate
is less than 50 per cent. Ports also have excess capacities.
African ports are generally in a less critical situation than
railways: their monopoly status and their access to foreign
exchange have guaranteed their financial solvency. Efficiency
and the quality of services COUld, however, be significantly
improved. Rehabilitation is needed in some ports but, in most
cases, investment will be required in upgrading intermodal
container handling facilities and communication systems to meet

.LntiertnatdcnaI standards for distribution logistics. Governments
shOUld consider broadening private sector involvement with
special reference to multi-modal facilities. Protection of the
marine environment will also be an important' objective of, port
and marine facilities.
~: f! ~t~ l,~'t''!1r

~ij!Jil tl!j~t1tij~tit1jti~erg't~"m~""Ai1rrIi.Calrr!P0rts will need to adjust to the
~it\~:f~~ihc~l~bf reqional hub andlfeeder services. In this regard,
the primary decision concerning regional centres wiYl be made by
ship~ing lines. Port management strategies should concentrate
on foreign trade efficiency rather than seeking a central
transfer role through capacity upgrading. In summary, the urgent
measures for the better and fuller utilization of existing
capacities are: consideration of privatization of ports or
seleoted port operations for better management and more efficient
operations; increased SUb-regional cooperation for better
utilization of multimodal transport; signing of relevant
conventions related to container repair and maintenance; and
implementation of ECA guidelines for the repair and maintenance
of containers.
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Air Transport

80. Air Transport utilization rates are also low whether in
terms of air craft fleet or for air port and aerodrome
facilities. Generally, this transport mode is mostly plagued by
problems of managerial inefficiency. Therefore, the structural
reorganization of African air transport should be given high
priority as the present system of small, poorly co-ordinated
national airlines is inefficient. The structural constraints of
thin i markets and small size can only be addressed through
regiqnal co-operation. The Yamoussoukro Declaration of 1988
prov:i!des an appropriate framework for gradual integration through
joint services and leasing. clearly this will not by itself
obviate the need to reform national airlines through cost
reduotions and tighter management. The plan of action recently
proposed for the Southern African Development Community (SADC)
countries illustrates the potential benefits of leasing combined
with istructural reorganization. Also, the serious problems faced
by African carriers on all important routes to Europe as a result
of regulatory changes concerning noise limits and liberalization
of traffic rights, call for a regional approach.

(b) Communications
., 101. ,,'H flli,
[N l i .' \_~,: ':i! \."'~"'::\~:-:,_. .: ., r: -, ',';

~t~;~~i'~I!~~~1~~~c1~~~£~~W~!'ls~6td~\'ha1s the an~maly of a. low rate
o! u!lftzat10n of 1nstalled capac1ty accompan1ed by a h1gh level
of unmet demand. The capacity of Pan African Telecommunications
network (PANAFTEL) has not yet been fully utilized. National
exchanges and transit centres operate at an average of 50 per
cent while registered demand is twice the installed capacity.
Because of this anomaly, the following measures call for: better
balancing of investment in the telecommunications sector i.e.
more digital technologies; better maintenance of installed
equipment; and improving regional electronic networking.

Informatics and Development

82. Informatics is already affecting many areas of human
activity in business, education and in the organization of their
persOnal affairs. Information capabilities are making important
contributions to: the cost and quality of production of goods;
the marketing of goods; administration; 'planning; research and
development; location of economic activity; and the provision
of services.

83. It is clear that as :the potential of informatics grows
daily, and business communities in Africa and other developing
areas see themselves as being disadvantaged compared with their
counterparts elsewhere, there will be a strong interest in these
countries in realizing some of the potential in more flexible
ways~
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(c) Energy

84. Africa is endowed with rich energy resources. Estimates of
its energy resources include: 300 Gigawatt hours of hydropower;
250 Gigawatt hours equivalent of proven natural gas and known
petiro'Leum reserves which are equivalent to 120 years of supply
at the present rate of Africa's petroleum product consumption.
The energy potential in Africa is not fully exploited. Yet the
Lns't.ad.Led capacity to produce energy is not sufficient. For oil,
much of the refinery capacity is inadequate, obsolete or
unsu~tab1e for satisfying the required products. Natural gas
demand is constrained by inadequate production and distribution
infr~structure such that only 46 percent of gas produced is
~1fp.-~~€Y,~,PP~!1!n~:t"l:?,~a11y•. Firewood which supplies 70-85 percent. of
~1fP~~~'~;l~pe,t'~.YU,~.~I;:!l.~);~ffPca~~~~pns~a.11 local sc~le and J.~s
expQo1tat~on J.S showJ.ng sJ.gns of straJ.nJ.ng the envJ.ronment J.n
many African countries. Thqs, rehabilitation strategies and
priorities are required as follows: energy conservation; forest
resource management and substitution policies; increasing
efficiency in the supply and utilisation of different energy
sources; better balance in energy supply between the rural and
urban areas; increased interconnections of electricity grids
among countries and between sUbregions;

85. Although much has been done to develop human and physical
resources in the energy sector, the institutional framework is
inadequate to meet the cha11eAge of the 90s. By "institutional
fram~work" is meant: pUblic utilities, civil service and the
regu~atory and incentive systems that help create the business
envitonment. After decades of efforts, governments and lending
institutions with exceptions, have not fully succeeded in
establishing strong and effective institutions that can develop
and supply energy reliably and cost-effectively.

(d) Water Supply and Sanitation

86. Water is one of the physical infrastructure whose installed
capacity is largely 'utiiised, although there are cases of
abandoned schemes especially for irrigation and over-designed
proj~cts particularly in the case of dams. The areas which
require attention for more efficient utilisation of existing
water capacities include: designing central coordinating
mechanisms for water resource utilisation; control of
waste/effluent discharges; and strengthening sUbregional policies

, and strategies especially in respect of the development of trans
boundary river and lake basins (Chad, Gambia, Senegal, Niger,
Nile and Kagera).

~inHll.I~\l1~.~'
I1f.Jh/lti.'¥~II,~1t;\~1~',lJtlif.l'.,,,· r~'r~n)POU

';·",'il.+~''; \\ '1
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Measures for Action

87. The following measures are recommended for the development
of physical infrastructural capacities in Africa. While UNTACDA
II provides a. .br-oad consensus framework for the transport
infr~structure, it must be supplemented by a number of national
polioy changes such as: incentivesto increase domestic savings;
better management of domestic resources from users of the
infrastructures including user charges; encouragement of the
private sector to participate in some areas of infrastructural
capacity building; and effective regional cooperation to
integrate the different infrastructural capacities more
effiOiently.

Human Resources and Institutional Development

88. To ensure the strengthening of existing and new
infrastructural capacities, appropriate human resources are a
prerequisite., In this area, the following specific elements have
to be addressed: training that is in line with national manpower
development plans, including the upgrading of sUbregional
institutions to technical centres with the capacity to train
specialists and instructors; and focusing on corporate management
issues and reducing government red tape and interference.

poliqy and Institutional Reforms
;UHi~t ~.'!c.. ,

1t::~:~:!~gM~:~n~~~i·t:~~~~~t~~~~~~::e:n~~~pr~::;ru~:~s~ t~~
achieve a separation between the regulatory function of
gove~nment and the operational activities of autonomous
companies; encourage small and medium-scale facilities; and
strengthen planning' and programming in relevant sectoral
ministries.

Domestic Resources

90. The important issues in improving the mobilisation of
domestic resources for infrastructural development are: user
charges for infrastructure services that cover economic costs for
the services with margins for maintenance; ensuring economic
profitability of infrastructural services and facilities;
efficient management in all the enterprises involved in
infrastructural development; and control of pUblic expenditures
in the sector.

The mobilization of local resources should be given priority
to meet the needs of the UNTACDA II. The re-organization of
direc:t and indirect taxation, cost recovery for the use of
infrastructure in the search for the prices and their billing,
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are the focal points of institutional reforms enabling countries
to reduce their dependence on external resources.

External Resources

C~111~~~G~~~r~~~:~~1i,{~:~~~t~;~~iiof I' .i~frastructural capacities
external . resource mobilisation should be targeted at:
multilateral development agencies; bilateral donors; and south
South cooperation.

Regional Co-operation for Infrastructure Development

'Creating an adequate, well integrated and functioning
regianal physical infrastructural network requires close co
operation between neighbouring countries in a sUb-region and
between the various sUb-regions. Such co-operation would also
provide economies of scale which are essential for the
development of critical capacities such as training and local
manufacture of inputs and equipment. Actions in the following
areas are recommended:

(i) Facilitation of flow of traffic, goods, persons,
information and services through harmonization and
standardization of rules, regulations, procedures,
equipment and facilities. In this regard, member States
are required to ratify and implement the various
instruments and protocols for inter-state facilitation
within the framework of the Abuja Treaty.

(ii) Technical co-operation in many aspects inclUding
formation of joint ventures, training facilities, research
and development institutes, manufacture of equipment,
exchange of information, sharing of experts.

Capacities to Exploit Natural Resources and Diversify African
Economies into processing and Manufacturing

Policy Issues and Priorities

@~ti~:t{.t;r~R~tii.. 'f~ij~~;t'1l"\bT;lq~~oHl:;9~S :are underexploited. Thus,
wft':lJl.~I:",<,~"',!~ermso'f natiura.I> resource endowments, Africa has a
comparative advantage over other region9' it is the least
industrialized region in the world. Overall, the rate of
utilisation of natural resources is low and production facilities
for metals, chemicals, engineering products and those for the
process~ng of reserves of flora and fauna are inadequate. To
compound the situation, such facilities exist in a limited number
of countries and their capacity utilisation is only in the range
of 30-50 percent. Yet, Africa's imports of related products are
increasing.
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93. Given the very low capacity utilisation rates of
manufacturing industries that. process Africa's natural resources,
and in view of the high demand, evidenced by rising imports,
African countries should, as a first step, ensure a fuller
utilisation of .,existing capacities. In this regard, the
following priorities and measures are important and urgent:
definition and implementation of policies of selective
rehabilitation of industries that link natural resources to
manufacturing; formulation of rehabilitation policies that will
make it attractive for the indigenous entrepreneurs and foreign
capital to invest in resource-based industries; and since
restructuring and rehabilitation can only be successful if
government pursues the right policies and creates an enabling
environment" an appropriate monetary and fiscal stance is
necessary.

Measures for Action
!'~tt~!!I;;i',

!~l¢,,,t'i,tiif~~rM\~<iii!H>q~~)lfIpon~TntFHI)~¥tatl"j';~l'idlconsti tute a package for
bU'fia'i.fiiji;'~nd efficlentlyL\~t:lllislngcapacities to exploit natural
resources are basically three: human resources, appropriate
institutional capacities and financial resources. The relevant
priorities and actions required in each of these components are
outlined below. .

Human Capacities for Industrial Production Sectors

95. Human capacities that will transform natural resources into
final products are at the core of any industrialisation strategy.
In this respect the following dimensions of human resources
development are of fundamental importance: giving attention to
science and technology at all levels of human resources
development ie at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels;
focus on generating skills for processing of agricultural

, products, transforming raw materials and upgrading existing
products; training in technical and managerial fields to create
sufficient skills that can sustain a momentum for economic change
in general and industrial restructuring in particular; better
utilisation of trained personnel, especially in the science and
technology fields, including finding innovative ways to reverse
Africa's brain drain; and development of industrial culture both
in tierms of the supply of and demand for the products of
industrialisation.

Institutional Capacities for Industry

96. Africa's industrialisation has been hampered by the lack or
inadequacy of institutional capacities. A strategy that aims at
ensuring better industrial capacities to exploit the region's
natural resources must therefore address a number institutional
issu.s: First, building of appropriate institutions that will

F(~J~ 1''F~ .
~"iIJ~~;,j~~~"\' ,B'il'1jllr.t'i.I.IIJI.~ 1 f::,I'H1\. A:" ,;n iLm.'\l ',.. .
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support the private sector and facilitate its ability to identify
opportunities and share information among entrepreneurs.
Second,strengthening of institutions responsible for manpower
training as well as industrial and technological research, the
government having first undertaken an assessment of currently
available human and technological resources. Government should
also encourage private investment in skills upgrading through
appropriately designed apprenticeship systems and skill
certification systems. In this context, national institutions
of scientific and industrial research should focus their efforts
in disseminating technology, product and foreign competitor
information; assist specific industrial sub-sectors. in developing
modenni.aat.Lon plans and developing inter and intra:-industry
linkages; in selecting plant and machinery and'in identifying and
adopting new technologies. Third, encouraging the formation of
financial institutions that can adequately support industrial
entrepreneurs. Fourth, setting-up specific institutions to link
the primary raw material base with the manufacturing sector.

The mobilisation of resources for industrial development

97. The nature and magnitude of private sector participation
that is envisaged for the resuscitation of industrialisation in
Afrioa makes it impossible to attempt to estimate resource
requirements. What is attempted here is an indication of what
actions will be necessary to ensure the generation of resources
for the strengthening and building of capacities for the
exploitation of Africa's natural resources and the
dive~sification of the African economies. These include:
'~M5'"::~~9" ..t,l1e T domestic.. saving rate to en~ure an. ade~uate
~e~.8ft~a~l~~s.~Ij~'~(~~'l'.l?P9''?'~it;.eflftf:'gf~rh,ra ttractlng f ore.lgn dlrect
1 rlve$itment., (FOI); pool fnq resources for the establlshment of
multinational projects for the joint exploitation of natural
resoUrces in areas like energy and mineral processing.

strengthening capacities in support of Food security and self
SUfficiency

polioy Issues and Priorities

98. ,More than 200 million people in Africa are food insecure due
to inadequate productivity to utilize the assets they have, or
inadequate incomes to buy food. The most affected group of these
food insecure people in Africa are the victims of famine from
drought, natural disasters and internal wars.

99. Food security, though interpreted in many ways, may be
defined as access by all people to enough food for an active and
healthy life. Conversely, food insecurity refers to the lack of
access to sufficient food and can be either chronic or
tran$itory. Chronic food insecurity has to do with a
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cont£nuously inadequate diet resulting from a lack of resources
to produce or acquire food. The overall outlook for food
secu~ity and food sUfficiency in Africa is bleak. An average
annual popula,tion growth of 3 per cent per annum cannot be
su~teiined:bY an.~nnual average rate of growth of 1.8 per cent in
~~~~~oduction. ,
i~f1~n~i"l1r~' 'Ii :S\,~"~,!,\r1l:'\.~'rD:JI~2i! ~ litf\~tHf~I,!t ~;,ff'iAj:i ;<::,n \'!"'~~" ,.,' ,

1Ql~1i:,J~~~)\9f the Hrategd.eapf'~~dfeodand agricultural development
in A;frica have failed to meet their objectives principally
because of inadequate capacities for implementation of their key
aspects, although inadequate commitment and lack of resources
have also contributed to the failure. In particular, it is now
agreed that inadequate human, institutional, and infrastructural
capacities have contributed in no small measure to the lack of
food security in the region. Therefore, if the objectives of
food security and food self-suft~ciency are to be attained,
human, institutional and infrastructural capacities must be
strengthened. The capacity of institutions to function
effectively in support of food security objectives must be
erisuned , Adequat;e private and publ i,c infrastructural capacities
are needed to deliver efficiently the necessary services
(extension, credit, technological packages, and other inputs) to
the millions of farm-families who must produce if national, sub
regional and/or regional security is to be attained.

Measures for Action

101. An integrated approach to the building and/or strengthening
of human" capacities in support of food security and self
sufficiency in Africa should be anchored on: the creation of a
macro-economic environment conducive to the enhancement of
productivity and promotion of gainful employment, both on-farm
and Qff-farm in the rural areas;access to adequate health and
decent sanitation and nutrition; access to basic education,
literacy and vocational training; and the promotion and
application of appropriate scientific research ahd technological
capabilities in the food sector, through extension and
demonstration and encouraging farmer response and participation.

102. ,For Africa to achieve food security and self sUfficiency
~!~a'j1'!I.~gp.ieve foo? pr-oductdon growth of ~t least 4 p~r cent per
~flJ.!, .•~"J~~.~f.~~:m!l'~41qftl.jl;t.. 'I'fl~~n/ iyq!!ill~pq~J..erate eoonoma,c growth,
~t;pu~~~ly of agriculttir~~nd food production, which will lead
to poverty reduction.

103. Actions' should promote full "access by all people at all
times to ensure enough food for an active and healthy life".
These actions include; a) special projects aimed at raising the
inco~e of the food insecure and dampening food price
fluctuations; b) strengthening the institutional capacities of
African governments to manage food security and self sUfficiency
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programmes; c) increasing the effectiveness of food aid e.g.
targeted food interventions and improving management of emergency
food $ituations in the short term, but decrease dependence on it
over the long term; d) improving market efficiency and increasing
access to food through stable sources of income; e) providing
essential social services and safety nets; f) encouraging
adaptive farm research and boost yields of food crops.

104. The food security and self-sufficiency efforts of the region
should be reinforced by governments ensuring that the
institutions responsible for research, extension, credit and non
formal education services are well managed, staffed and
adequately funded. Eff icient and accountable co-operatives owned
by . the ~armers are· essential . to the modernization and
;~ .- tivity of agriculture. Additionally, at the institutional
~.·-I~'~i.~t~-!M"g,~."~tt~fi!.W§~+el~+;Yyoung farmers clubs, and
t e.i:Lnertl:tut10n of f1eld t.r i a Ls and open days should be
encouraged as important events in the calendar of successful
farming.

capacities for the MObilisation and Efficient Allocation of
Financial Resources

The Policy Issues and Priorities

105. The policy issues which have been identified in this
priority area are: (i) depressed levels of domestic savings and
investment; (ii) too low efficiency of capital resulting in too
low rates of return on investment; (iii) a structural imbalance
of trade; (iv) the external debt burden; (v) large internal
pUblic debt which threatens the soundness of the African
financial sector; and (vii) the stunted development of financial
intermediation capacities.

106. The rates of gross domestic investment (GO!) and gross
domestic savings (GOS) in proportion to the gross national
product have remained at low levels relative to other developing
regions of the world. Since 1980, the African GO! rate has
averaged only about 20 percent of gross domestic product (GOP),
and 'only about 15 percent in the sub-Saharan countries. The
African GOS rate, on its part, has averaged only about 18 percent
of gross national product (GNP), and only about 13 percent in the
sub-Saharan countries. By contrast, the fast-growing economies
of China, the Asia-Pacific rim, and the Association of South-East
Asian Nations (ASEAN) grouping of countries have maintained
savings and investment rates in the range of 30-40 percent over
the same period.

'The low rates of domestic investment are the result of poor
'jt'Ji?pqJJ9" private sector, and foreign direct investment,
~~~"~!ijli6!vtf~~~~'~',j4,",~s'tm$:f'Saving,sare the result of chronic



dis-slaving in the publ i,c sector, and low savings rates by private
sector enterprises and by households. The poor rate of public
investment and public sector dis-saving have been due to African
countries' high recurrent pUblic consumption expenditures, loss
making publ i,c enterprises that were sustained by state subsIdIee ,
poor controls on speriding, corruption within the public sector,
and rather low levels of fiscal revenue collection in proportion
to the GOP, relative to countries in other regions of the world.

108 .In the privat.e sector, the low savings rates of enterprises
have been because of low profitability resulting from poor
management capabilities, the high costs of doing business due to
poor infrastructures, insecurity of property, ineffectual legal
frameworks that do not offer efficient recourse for the
enforcement of contractual obligations, high levels of losses to
pilferage by employees, and weak demand due to declining personal
incomes. I~ the rural areas, where the bulk of the population
Iives ,the low savings rates of households are due to the
continued predominance of the subsistence mode of production and
exchange, the continued low level of integration of the rural
economy into the monetised national economy, and the low level
of cash incomes of households. In the urban areas, on the other
hand, the high levels of unemployment and the low profitability
of informal sector activities leave little surplus to be saved.

109. Moreover, underpinning the persistence of these structural
factors, the financial intermediation infrastructure for
effective mobilisation of resources and their efficient
allocation continue to be underdeveloped in most of the African
countries. The range of institutions as well as the menu of
financial instruments and services which they offer are limited.
~t . the same time their operational methods are too costly,
b.il.'..'.t..'~.'.. ~~..'.f.;..• r~.."ti.c ...."..."..q... D.¢l..•.. p...•a.f...t.1 J..·.n... a.....~o. t.he.. , .. p..otential clientele with onlyIhwrmev.a':!s l of¥!~!fl1n~tJh)na';fl~:tt.~lrad:Yr'~!

110. compounding the low rates of domestic investment is the low
efficiency of capital, due to the rather: poor quality of
investments, which results in low rates of return on invested
scarce ·resources. This has manifested itself in the very low
rates of utilisation of installed capacity in the African
countries, in addition to excessive delays and cost over-runs
befo~e completing capital projects and bringing them into full
use. Indeed, some industrial projects have gobbled up hundreds
of millions of dollars and yet failed to reach their completion
stag~s and full stream production. The poor quality of African
investments is linked to the inefficiencies of the pUblic
enterprises; failure to develop the private sector, especially
small to medium-scale enterprises; poor priorities in the
national development strategies; distortions created by macro and
micro economic policies; and the extent to which direct
intervention by the state, often arbitrary, has supplanted
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markets in the allocation of scarce investible resources.
shortages of foreign currency due to poor external
performance h~s also had a negative effect.

Acute
trade

111. The African countries also sUffer from an intractable
structural imbalance in their external trade. This is due to the
slow progress towards the diversification of their production and
export bases away from total dependence on primary commodities
towards processed goods and manufactures with more added value;
and their declining competitiveness within the global economy,
which, has resulted in the loss of market share of some exports
prev:Lous1y dominated by African countries. Consequently,
~ '" t,~r;~S.~,f trade have fallen steeply s~nce 1980. In order

b ',:~t~~f~~~~iYJfltlf~iHi~nt th~mp~~~~r~~~~o~ada~~
stagnation of African economic output over the last decade and
a half. In general, Africa is not in a position to benefit from
the on-going export boom which has been an engine of growth for
the fast-growing economies in other regions of the world. In
taot., it is widely accepted that the sub-Saharan African
countries are likely to be net losers in the global trade regime
in post-uruguay Round of GATT era.

112. As a consequence of the chronic trade deficits as well as
the poor development policies and poor manaqement; of scarce
extetnal resources in the past, African countries are weighed
down by a heavy external debt burden. On the internal front,
decades of dis-saving by the state and its sponsored pubj.Lc
entetprises has resulted in massive internal pUblic and pUb1ic
quarantieed debt on the books of national banks and private sector
suppliers of goods and services. In some countries, government
emp1<l>yees have had to go for months without pay, which has sapped
morale and created socio-political tensions. with the net worth
of African financial institutions severely reduced by large
amount.s of non-performing assets, enterprises threatened with
bankfuptcy by bad debts owed by the state, and government workers
unable to pay their family bills, in a number of countries, the
financial system has been under severe strains. '

113. The domination of the pUblic sector over the African
financial sector; the monopolistic structure of financial
in5t~tutions, segmented along specific lines of business; the
pred(>minance of short-term financing especially in favour of
external trade activities; the failure to spread to the rural
areas (where the bulk of the African people live) and to operate
there profitably by tailoring financial instruments and services
totlle cultural and econom~c circumstances actually prevailing

(••·~H?P-li;: !limP ".t~;,." fCl,~~u~e". ~o ~eve10p st,ro,ng and qua~i-

'~ii,i'~~~~'~~~~~~~'~~~~~fl~~!iJ~~:dJ.:;:rc~~:cJ.it::nct!atx:~~~6~
institutions -- all these factors have resulted in the under-
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develqpment of financial intermediation capacities for the
mobilis~tion of domestic savings and their efficient allocation
to productive uses.

114. The vacuum left unfilled by formal sector financial
institutions has been partially filled by informal sector
financial arrangements, such as susu collection in West Africa,
and the iggub and iddir in rural areas and the informal sector
in Ethiopia, as well as different forms of informal savings and
credit associations and welfare arrangements in other countries.
Moriey lenders charging as high as 100 percent interest rates over
9 repayment periods abound every where, to whom people are

,~Jt1j,tP.ec¥,c:;:~np'~:r\::.obtainzero-interest loans from
.'andj~rt~~j1:it'~.~~\1!,sace6rfinancial arrangements

are c eciriy inefficient, offer no guarantee of protection to
saverS beyond personal trust based on reputation, offer negative
real rates of return to savers while borrowers may be charged
exorbitant real interest rates. However, the fact that they
contipue to thrive indicates that they have certain attributes
which formal sector institutions must adapt and adopt in order
to be more successful in the African rural and informal sector
economies. On the other hand, informal sector financial markets,
especially those handling large numbers of clients and large
volumes of money, should be brought under appropriate levels of
regulation and supervision while keeping paper-work to a minimum.

policy Measures and Actions

115. Economic structural reforms currently being implemented in
most African countries and aimed at removing distortions,
incr~asing the role of the private sector, streamlining pUblic
enterprises and privatising some of them are aimed at boosting
efficiency ~nd competitiveness of the African economies and, if
they. are successful, will result in a boost to the rates of
return on investment.

116. Financial sector reforms, particularly, which are being
implemented in a number of· countr ies, aimed at removing financial.
repression and strengthening the financial sector institutional
base,' should result in increased incentives for private savings,
a more sound financial sector institutional base for more
effective intermediation between savers and investors, with a
more iefficient allocation of scarce financial resources. In this
regatd, one of the most important reform measures will be the
strengthening of African central banks with the restoration of
theit quasi-independent status as the leading advisor to the

~i"I'~i~,,~n~he formulation and ex~cution ,of ~one~ary policy, and
'. f.'''.'1'" ~~··.··.·-.·:~f·c~'..~~'1',a,t~.. ~'~ . an'~'t"!'~uoeryl.sory. LnstiLt.ut.Lon over otherl'"'. . ';'1 "\ .' ,.r:t11

] . iei " ;it}~1;Uf I • 1 il·:;,;j[f;'lr1:' I' If "j IT-;'-. "JL.' 'se . 0 i,: s't:J:\..' ., ris." ",
. ,-;.\,', ,'~ '. 1'; . .~ '-, i! "\ .." .
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117. 'Commitment to these reforms should therefore be intensified.
Countries should increasingly exert their "ownership" function
over the formulation of policies to advance structural reforms,
even though multilateral financial institutions, particularly the
Bret'bon Woods ipstitutions will continue to exercise influ~nce

over the pace' and direction of reforms by virtue of their
financial backing of the reforms and the fact that their
hcertificate of approval" carries weight with external sources
of finance. The success of these reforms, however, will depend
on tne extent to which they are politically acceptable to the
bulk of the African people. To this end, care should be taken
to ensure a fair sharing of the burden and benefits of
adjuatments, to cushion the most vulnerable segments of the
population, and to sequence adjustment measures such that there
are . 'some tangible near-term pay-offs to encourage the
population's acquiescence to further stages of reform.

~18. .on the issue of external debt, there is not much that
~'~"~~':p,'::;"POUI);tf,i~,~.,.,g~n""g.o.... ,ipdividually to reduce their
..to '..IS.'!.d.,."t 'i"..D.•. './.. .ii. dBl'ItI~" J·. ,{I"~;ll¥'~.'ili)..'.k.".'.'I~.'," ·.1.'.:, I! IL'~'t\"'ldi't'h' 't 1 d' t tuS .Ji' a ":J:lQnll>'; .: s : " 1S' :rtf 'lion!:" !-'ower.·o l. . e ex erna cre 1. ors 0

sfgn.iJffc!£antly reduce these'coUIltries' clearly unserviceable debt,
and $teps should be' taken which go well beyond the Enhanced·
Toronto Terms which are currently being applied. Private sector
credjjtors should also be encouraged to offer substantial
reduotions on African debt, to reschedule it on more concessional
terms, and to swap sizeable amounts of it into equity holdings
or into tax-deductible contributions for nature preservation,
social development in African countries, etc.

119. Capacity building and the resumption of sustained economic
growth and development in Africa, however, will require access
to substantial amounts of new external credit over the decades.
Therefore, Afr'ica 's external partners should stand ready to
extend increased bilateral assistance in the form of grants,
concessional and non-concessional lending, multilateral credits,
as well as guarantees covering private credits from commercial
and investment banks and other financial markets. In return for
this ,financial assistance, of course, African countries will need
to d~monstrate firm commitment to the spreading and deepening of
their structural reforms. Above all, African countries, will
ensure that the policy mistakes and administrative practices that
led to the tripling of their external debt burden in the span of
less than 15 years will not be repeated. To this end, they will
b~ild up more effective institutional and hu~an capacities for
the prudent management of all aspects external debt -- to ensure
that external resources are contracted only for projects that
offer rates of return that are high enough and which strengthen
the ¢ountry's production and export base; to keep the costs of
credit as well as exposures to various risks to a minimum, and
to ensure a sustainable aggregate debt service profile that will
not ~recipitate nation~l liquidity crises in the future.
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IV. ELEMENTS OF A PROGRAMME 'OF TECHNICAL COOPERATION FOR
CAPACITY BUILDING IN AFRICA

120. It is certain that actions from diverse quarters will be
required to see-to the implementation of all the measures needed
to begin and sustain the process of development capacity
building. ECA and the other partners in Africa's development will
have to work individ~ally and collectively, to ensure that all
contributions to the attainment of this objective are mutually
re-enforcing and supportive within the framework of this
programme.

121. No programme of this magnitude and importance in Africa's
development can succeed without strong support and coordination
of actions at the national sUb-regional and regional levels. At
the l~tter two levels, ECA, in collaboration with other partners,
will catalyze actions to ensure that the interventions by various
agencies are fUlly coordinated towards the effective
implementation of this programme.

122. It will, therefore, be necessary to formulate a programme
of s4Pport to be executed by Africa's development partners to
reinforce the efforts of African governments in building critical
capacity for development. This programme will constitute the
main thrust of ECA' s priority action measures in the Africa
region in the medium to long term. It will, in a way, represent
ECA's own programme of technical assistance to African countries,
qnd~ill provide the context for concerted inter-agency action
t,fit.'~~~C):t:'t'OfAfri,ca' s .qevelopment. within it, a new agenda aimed
.t\'~~~J;t~ltl4.·enlhg~j;~tt:ru:lt;4sh:ilpl~'tdo'operation in development with
Affi'ean!'cQuntries will be defined and. may compromise the
following elements.

Builqing a Consensus for Action

123. It is therefore recommended that a mechanism be established
to coordinate the activities at all levels and to implement the
regiQnal component of the programme as identified in the
indiVidual sector programmes. In this regard, the UNECA
secretariat will work in close collaboration with all the
relevant African inter-governmental and non-governmental
organizations and institutions as well as UN agencies .and
intennational financial institutions in order to assist African
countries implement the programme. The existing mechanisms for
regional co-ordination among the agencies of U. N. system, in
Africa on one hand, and the joint Secretariat of the three major
regional institutions on the other hand, will be used for this
purpose.
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124. ~ major step towards the implementation of the action
programmes is the sensitization of all partners at national,
SUbregional ,regional and international levels, to the necessity
for concerted efforts tq building critical capacities in Africa.
Howevier, past experiences in regional action programmes, of whiCh
there, have been many, have shown that sensitization of all
partners in itself may be a necessary but certainly not a
sufficient condition for success. 'Therefore, subsequent steps
for concrete action would be required. These should include the
LnvoIvement; of regional partners, and in particular, UNECA, to
assist the countries and regional organizations in the actual
implementation of the required actions.

125. 'The building of development capacity is a dynamic process
"hlcWic,all~ for constant~onitoring, assessment and evaluation.
]\1' i~\'B[~~r ·t:'hat"'tihe!n'Eied,w·.lli l a r i s e "for the different elements
of capacity to be closely monitored with a view to ensuring that
their evolution and performance do not take the region's
development endeavours off track. Also, for policy analysis
purposes, it would be important to ensure that knowledge of the
interplay among the factors that make for development capacity
is constantly deepened through a continuous programme of research
and study. This programme should be carried out in a structured
manner within the united Nations agencies, by the integration and
development IGOs in Africa as well as within national, sub
regional and regional institutions of higher learning.

126 . The details and financial costs of this programme will have
to wo!rk out negotiate with all actors concerned. The preliminary
outline of the programme of technical cooperation, showing the
policy measures, required action, expected outcome and
relationships with other measures, is presented in the tables
that follow.

rp F' !'iF;' rr-» . ," .....
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REGICIW. ACTION PROGRAIIE OF TECIIIIIQU. COOPERATION IN
CAPACITY BUILDING All) UTILIZATION IN AFRICA

-

POlICY MEAStIlES REClJIRED ACTION EXPECTED OOTaJE RELATIONSHIP WITH
OTHER POlICY fEASl

1- Building · Preparation of draft action programme at - Regional agenda for capaci ty building and Prerequisite for
Consensus regional level utilization approval by the Conference of overall success 01
Framework for Ministers programme require!
Action joint efforts amor

UNECA, OAU, RECS,
relevant UN agenci
and financial

· Dissemination of approved progranme in - Broader awareness of all national-level actors institutions in
selectlld African countries through in the progranme assisting African
workshops, seminars attachments, etc. countries adopt ar

<-
i~lement the vari

· Preparation of specific national action - National action progranmes adopted aspects cif the
progrannes for i~lementation programme

· Establishment of a mechanism for
monitoring i~lementation

,



"

1.

2.1

POLICY

MEASlItES

Hunan
Resource
Develognent

Education and
Training

REClJIRED ACTICII

Regular assessment of training
needs for sustainable
development and dissemination of
findings to member States (UNECA)

Upgrade capacity of regional
training institutions (e.g.
ESAMI, ARCEDEM, IDEP, ARCT,
CAfRAD, AfRALTl, etc.) to become
centres of Excellence

More investment in education,
health and nutrition programmes

Revival of the Training and
fellowships Programme for
Africa at UNECA

EXPECTED OOTcotE

Establishment of effective training programmes in
Africa national and sub- regional/regional
institutions (e.g. in science and technology;
management; entrepreneurship; etc.)

Orientation of education to socio-economic
development needs of society, i.e production of
hunan resources suitable to Africa's development
needs

Higher literacy rates attained in African
countJ;"ies

More healthy and productive society

More use of technology

RELATICIISHIP wnH 01

POLICY MEASURES

Util ization
indigenous
hunan resou

Policy and
institutioo
reforms

Mobilizatic
domestic
resources

Participati
indigenous
entreprenl

in develop!

Technical
assistance

Regional
Cooperatiol
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POLICY REClJIRED ACTICII EXPEcrm llITCDE RELATICliSHIP UITH OTIt

MEASlIlES POLICY IEASlIlES

2.2 Util ization of . Develop human resource management . Countries i~lement human resource pol icies · Training

indigenous programmes and assist interested that promote util ization of indigenous experts
human countries i~lement them (these should (e.g. domestic consultants and contractors) · Pol icy and

resources include incentive policies career such as transparent career development and institutional
development and generally enabling work incentive programmes. reforms
envirorrnent)

- Reduced brain-drain in Africa and return of · Mobi l ization

. Develop programmes for bringing back skilled manpower to Africa resources
expatriate Africans from developed
countries - Reduced over-rel iance on foreign technical · Participati or

- .
assistance indigenous

publ it/privat

- More efficient pUblic sector management sector and
-~... -.....

entrepreneurs

- African human capacity developed

· Technical
assistance

-

,
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':;~"3 POLICY REClJIRED ACTI(Jt EXPECTEii;,fIfJ(DE RELATI(JtSHIP VITH

...~~ MEASlItES OTHER POLICY MEASURES

cons~tpol icy
1---

,~ Potity al'ld . Oevelop the necessary policy and - Clear al'ld al'ld · Training

~
Institutional regulatory framework al'ld disseminate regulatory fr.....ks for development

~~ Reforms. findings to assist interested countries established io-V African countries. · Util ization of
i~lement sectoral progr8llllles il'ldigenous

- On-going sectoral progr8llll1es capacity

{~"
. Reform of public institutions inplemented in many countries (e.g •

¥~
(education, health, enployment Road maintenance%Lnitiativei Human · Mobilization

,··~t
goverl'1llent, etc.) Resource al'ld Inst,U:utional Development of domestic

), Progr8llll1ei Food SecuritYi etc). and foreign
resources

- Domestic resources mobi Iized

· Technical
- Foreign Direct Investment increased assistance

.,~ - Better operations aI'ld management of · Technical
publ ic al'ld private enterprises cooperation

"--'

'-

•
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POlICY

IEASlItES

4. Mobilization
of Domestic
Resources

REClJIRED ACTICII EXPECTED OOTC(JE RELATlCllSI

UITH OTHER P

IEASlItES

4.1 Cost-sharing
in develop
ment

Undertake studies and develop programmes for
introduction of equitable cost sharing mechanisms
sharing mechanisms (e.g. user charges, surcharges

on service, taxation, etc) and organize
dissemination work ~hops for interested countries

Mechanisms set up in several countries
for cost-sharing for provision of
development facilities (e.g. education,
health, infrastructure services etc.)

Increa
effici
resour

Popula
partie
in
develc
activi

Polic)

instil
refora

•

4.2 Increased .
eff~ciency

of resource
use

.

'r. r.
Develop models for:~fficient resource

, JUS
management in key~i c sectors (e. g.

~"infrastructure operations)

Reduce public S~ng in non-production (e.g.
mi l itary sectors) _ .

"'OC

....tjo""

ApprOVed models for resource
management established in various
operations resulting in better
utilization of resources in all
development activities

Public resources redeployed to
education, health, food and nutrition,
etc•

Promo'
indig,

entrel

Train

Pol ic
insti
refor
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POlICY REClJIRED ACTION EXPECTED WTaJI: RELATIONSHIP WITH

IEASURES OTHER POlICY IEASURES

4.3 Participation · Establish financial intermediation - Public investment in public/private · Promotion of
of Indigenous mechanisms for public investment in enterprises and increased financing Foreign Direct
Public, Private development (e.g. AFREXIM Bank and stock resources Investment
Sector and markets; rural savings banks, etc.)
Entrepreneurs - Increased domestic savings · Utilization of
in development · Establish investment banks with clear indigenous

regulations and laws for entrepreneurs - Sound industrial base for development hunan
resources

Conduct education programmes for"policy- - Faster socio-economic development
makers, planners, entrepreneurs, labour · Training
leaders, industrialists (IDEP, CAFRAD, - Popular participation in development
ACAlNSOD, etc). incl OOi ng women · Mobilization

{:>4" of domestic

· De~lOp cooperation with external - Increased South-South ~ooperation resources
partners, private and governmental. promotes transfer of technology
P~omete political stability (e.g. OAU · Regional
Conftict Resolution Organ) - Joint ventures established cooperation

· Establish fora for consultation between - Improved cooperation among all key
governments and entrepreneurs (Chambers of actors in development
Commerce)
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POliCY REClJIRED ACTION EXPECTED WTCDE RELATIONSHIP wnH

IlEASURES OTHER POliCY tEASURE:

5. Mobil ization of · Prepare models for required regulations and . Countries establish clear regulatory · Institutiona
External disseminate to interested countries environment and attract FDI reforms
Resources

· Develop models for valuation of public enterprises . Countries establish clear · Promotion of
5.1 Promotion of and disseminate to interested countries procedures for privatization of indigenous

Foreign public enterprises which protects entrepreneur
Direct · Establish conducive socio economic environment to public wealth
Investment attract FDI (peace, security, stability) · Mobilization
(fDl) - Capital fl ight from Africa r~versed of domestic

resources

· Regional
cooperation



•
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POliCY REClJIRED ACTIOII EXPECTED ClJTlXIE RELATlOliSHIP UITH OTHER

MEASURES POliCY

MEASURES.

· Technical
5.2 Loans from · Assist countries prepare projects that Assistance

Development meet standards requi red by the Banks
Bank · Indigenous

· Review NPIP with countries to ensure entrepreneurs
inclusion of key projects . NPIP consistent with agreed priority for

regional development

· Establish quick disbursement programmes in · Technical
order to reduce backlog of undisbursed - More resources available for development cooperat ion
funds activities

· Mobilization of

· Negotiate debt reduction domestic resourCI

· Review SAPs · Private sector
\

participation

.
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POLICY REClJIRED ACTI«:- EXPECTED OOTaJI: RELATI«:-SHIP WITH

MEASlItES OTHER POLICY MEASURE

6. Use of . Revise TA arrangements to enhance - Use of experts from Africa whenever possible · Training

~
financial and cdevelopment of Africa's capacity for implementing TA projects
Technical · Use of
Assistance . Develop directory of African experts in the - Use of national consultants and contractors to indigenous

.ill.l key areas of development implement TA projects hunan
resources

- Transfer of know-how to Africa

· Insti tutionc
reform

· D~stic

resource
-,

H mobi l izatior
n
;1
"- .d Foreigndirl" ·
H investment
"
ii

ii Regional
11 ·

-- cooperation

II.'
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POliCY REQUIRED ACTION EXPECTED ClJTCDE RELATIONSHIP WITH

IEASUtES OTHER POliCY MEASUREl

7. Regional . Set up regional forun for discussion of - National facilitation committees · Technical
Cooperation facilitation issues formulate facilitation policies and cooperation

oversee their implementation
7.1 Faci l itation of · Implementati

Inter-country . Prepare training programmes on the use of - Adoption, ratification and of regional
flQW of goods existing African/international instrunents for implementation of relevant existing projects and
information faci l itation African/international instrunents for programmes
and persons facilitation

· Training

· Pol icy and
institutiona
reforms

· Private sect
entrepreneur

· Promotion of
FDI

•
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POliCY OPTICII/ REClUIRED ACTICII EXPECTED (lJJaIE RELATlOIISHIP UITH

PROBLEM AREA OTHER POliCY OPTlOIIS/

PROBLEM AREAS

7.2 TechnicaL · Identification of key training needs. - National components of protocoLs of · Training
Cooperation industries. skiLls. potential for joint ventures Abuja Treaty i~Lemented in aL l

for the development of key sectors of the countries · PoLicy and
African economy ,

Institutional
- Key regionaL programmes and projects reforms

· FaciLitate exchange of information through i~Lemented (e.g. RASCOM)
regional institutions (such as UNECA/ PADIS · Technical

assistance

· I~Lementation of the Inter-African Convention - More co-operation among African
EstabLishing the African Technical Cooperation countries ,. · I~Lementatiol

Programme of regionaL
projects

7.3 ?,hnpLementation · Preparation and dissemination of information on - Regional programmes and projects · Technical
of RegionaL key regionaL programmes and projects (Abuja i~Lemented cooperation
Projects and Treaty. RASCOM. Yamoussoukrou Declaration on New
Progranmes African Air Transport Industry. etc.) · MobiLization

of resources

· Participation
- of private

sector
entrepreneurs

· Util ization 0

indigenous
hl.lll8n

I

resources
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THE MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE FRAMEWORK AGENDA

127. The region-wide framework agenda for building and utilizing
crit~cal capacities in Africa has been conceived as a new
development platform for dealing with specific African conditions,
and .is therefote different from strictly economic approaches to
prog~ammes and projects.

!ii:1=:~~~~~~:rr~~t'i~~~~i~foih~u~~!~~:
aspects. and factors of socio-economic dynamics in a holistic way.
The emphasis of monitoring and evaluation should therefore be
shifted from strict economic indicators of programme performance to
knowledge and appraisal of the additional factors sustaining
institutions and allied capacity building programme~, and
ulti~ately to issues of policy and governance as these relate to
human resources and the development of institutional capacity.

129 ..This approach which calls for analysis of qualitative changes
to e~isting development structures raises the question of how best
to ensure· "ownership" of the programme by the nationals from
inception and design stage to evaluation, as the issue of
"ownership" is fundamental to the sustainability of the programme.

130. To be successful, in vfew of the acute scarcity of resources
compared to the vast demands, the capacity-building process will
have to be planned strategically, owned by the nationals,
coordinated during the implementation phase, in view of the
multiplicity of autonomous agents that are involved. Effective
monitoring and will also be required, in case there is need to
modify plans in light of new or unforeseen developments, and
evaluated at the completion of specific phases. High quality and
reliable assessments, both quantitative and qualitative, are
impo~tant inputs into each of these stages of the process.
Inverttory of skills and assessments of the status quo from which
capaoity building must commence are also important at the planning
stage. To gauge progress and formulate follow-up actions,
asse~sments are needed at periodic intervals as work proceeds and
at the completion of specific phases of the programme.

131. Where particular capacities are amenable to quantitative
assessment, a composite of indicators can be identified which can
l?~!,!..•.~..• ,pged fro:m ... time to time. to .measure the pace of progress in
g'~~i ~I1W~~~~~j~il~dd.~9'~i~*.'a,nuti'l:isatio~.ta~gets. Even where
8l_a·.. !'iitti!ii; arenb't eas'11"*\1menable to quarrt I tatl.ve assessment, as
in tbe case of institutions, there are still some quantitative
indioators that can be used as good proxies for the degree of
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success in attaining specific qualitative objectives. For example,
the input of resources compared to the quality and quantity of
human resources produced can be used to assess the eff iciency ,
effeqtiveness, and competence with which educational institutions
or health infrastructures as a group or as isolated facilities
fulfil their essential functions. In the case of educational
institutions, the quality of human resources itself can be gauged
by a composite of quantitative indicators, such as measures of
cognil.tive achievement (e. g., examination pass rates, level of
functional literacy and numeracy imparted, etc), employability of
achooI leavers and graduates, etc. In the case of health
institutions, indicators such as morbidity and mortality rates,
~fertility rates, life expectancy at birth, etc, can be gauged and
monitored. 'A thorough assessment of institutional performance
requires an array of characteristic and objective elements to be
asse~sed.' However, the quantitative measures thus obtained snould
not be taken as absolute, as if each told the complete story.
Rather, all indicators should be taken as an ensemble, because each
datull reveals a different dimension or angle of institutional
perfQrmance. An over-all assessment is, in the end, a jUdgemental
one ~- hopefully, well-informed and objective -- based on how the
different pieces of data relate to one another.

1~~t'~T.i l:'tan?e.ofin\,Ol,Vin~peop~e in the development process

~~i~.l~~~~~ed~~:i:~t~~~~f~~t\~:~=~~~~f~;e:htea~e:~~~~~~~~~t~mp;~~
of the programme. Based on these premises, the present framework
calls for intensified efforts to bring together the different
actors in order to establish operational linkages between all
strata of the institutions involved in society, avoid fragmentation
and llobilize pUblic support for the programme.

133. It is obvious that the modalities envisaged for setting in
motion such a region wide process for implementing the present
framework agenda will require well integrated mechanisms to
regularly assess progress and, in consultation with the
participating country, make adjustments as and when the need
arises. In this context, monitoring and evaluation will proceed
conc~rrently with the development of evaluative capacity in three
distinct but complementary levels namely the national, sUbregional
and regional levels.

134. There is already an extensive network of existing mechanisms
in place at the levels indicated above which should be fUlly
mobilized with a view to integrating the 'objectives of the
fram~work agenda and follow-up of its implementation, beginning
with 'the country level. This is a complex task which will require
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considerable strengthening of capacities to facilitate continuous
assessment and appraisal.

135. The country assessments, for which governments have primary
respQnsibility, will to a large extent depend on the governments
commitment of the framework agenda. It is equally important for
the success of the programme that at country-level an independent
evaluative capacity should be developed'where it does not exist, or
strengthened if already exists, as part of the planning machinery
or central personnel management agency. .

136. In this regard, existing evaluation capacities, particularly
in the context of national programming exercises including
mobilization of resources will be fully tapped. Governments
shoul.d, therefore, actively consider appropriate organizational
arrangements in connection with these evaluation exercises. In
addition, national planning and/or development agencies, so
.essential for the successful outcome of the programme, would have
to ensure that current activities are not only consistent with the
proPQsed capacity building programme but also are closely aligned
wi th 'the framework agenda. One possibility in this regard would .be
the ¢ombination of UN-NADAF monitoring networks with the present
framework agenda. '

137. At the sUbregional level, existing structures and mechanisms
to falcilitate coordination with national programmes should be fully
utilized. In this regard, the MULPOCs in cooperation with the IGOs
tfti~!f"ul?,~r~giOnal e.conomic g:r:oupings would be ideal focal point~.

f~ei~ ·.i.f!,;r.···.a.~.'i'.i.bm~~f!lflf.J~iRr.f~~n~rz:ed,p.YF:the M,uLPOCS ~n an annual basLs
$h~lP-.1~p~~Y1de1h,w:l:t.na 'fotum,:for subat.arrtLve reV1ew of progress at
the' country level with particular focus on required linkages
between the countries in the various sUbregions.

138. By virtue of its mandate and terms of reference, the ECA is
responsible for overall co-ordination, monitoring and evaluation of
the programmes at the country, sUb-regional and regional levels.
The ~xisting intergovernmental machineries established by ECA in
support of its programme of work. are the most comprehensive
regional framework within which overall monitoring and evaluation
of tl!le framework agenda should be carried out. The main organ
around which monitoring and evaluation should evolve is ECA's
Conference of Ministers which is called upon to translate into
action the proposed framework agenda at the country level and
regularly report on progress achieved.· The overall region-wide
assessment of national and sUbregional activities would be made on
the basis of an annual progress r'epcr-t to be submitted by the
secretariat to ECA's Conference of Ministers for consideration.
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•• The annuaI progress report would be based on .. the secretariat's

ongoing assessments at both the country and sUbregiopal levels in
the ¢ontext of a specific technical cooperation programme on the
impl$mentationof the framework agenda.

ras, !The'central'~roledf'ECA in a'll phases of the implementation of
the framework agenda, including monitoring and evaluation, should
refl.ct the organization's leadership role at the regional level as
well as the necessary 'division of labour with the partners
involved. From the foregoing, it is clear that there would be no
need'tocreate new structures, since the existing national, sub
regional and regional frameworks can be strengthened in the context
of ElCA' s central co-ordinating role in the region. In . this
connectLon, the establishment of a regional administrative co
ordi~ation committee under the leadership of ECA, as recommended by
the Secretary-General, is expected to significantly contribute to
the impact of the proposed framework agenda.

-'J
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